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IT’S OUR BIGGEST COLLECTION OF
EXCLUSIVE OUTDOOR CUSHIONS EVER!

29 PATTERNS & 40 SIZES!
Revive your old patio furniture or easily accessorize your new set with beautiful new EXCLUSIVE! cushions. Just be
sure to choose a color or pattern you really like, because our cushions are quality-crafted to last for quite awhile. Made
of durable 100% spun polyester with thick foam or poly ﬁberﬁll, these cushions meet or exceed accepted standards
against fading, as veriﬁed by independent testing. Solids and stripes are yarn-dyed woven fabric. Some styles are
welted. Imported. To extend the life of your cushions, we suggest you cover them when not being used.

TURN THE PAGE TO SHOP

Nautical Blue

Aegean Blue Paisley Print

Tahiti Cove Print
Key Lime

Cocoa Trufﬂe

Tahiti Cove Stripe
Terra Nova Print

Agave Green
Contessa Crimson Print
Nassau Blue
Vintage Garden Floral Print
Red Brick
Carribean Palm Print
Prism Grey Print

Sea Mist Medallion Print

Dockside Stripe
Taupe

Bahama Blue

Nautical Knots Print
Montego Terrace Print

Modern Twist Print

Grey Harbor

Sienna Orange

Garden Walk Floral

Capri Sea Glass Print

Empress Teal Blue

Tropical Oasis Print
Renaissance Paisley Print
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Calypso Floral Print

LIGHTEN UP
WITH LUSH & PLUSH PILLOWS

NEW & EXCLUSIVE! Generations Porch Rocker. Can't you just picture Grandpa telling
stories while sipping lemonade on the front porch in this farmhouse-style outdoor rocking chair?
Constructed with a high back, slatted seat and sloped arms, the generously sized porch rocking
chair is comfortable and offers a smooth rocking motion for you to relax and enjoy. This durable
outdoor rocker with turned legs for added design detailing is available
in 3 ﬁnishes. Measures 36¼"W x 23½"D x 45"H. Assembly required.
Specify oak, espresso or driftwood grey.
Oak
Espresso
575191 - $199.99 ($5) E
In stock 6/18/18

CHOOSE FROM 2 CUSHION STYLES:

SALE!
UP TO

30

BOX-EDGE cushions are constructed with squared-off edges and
include welting to outline the shape of the cushion; it’s a more structured
design. Core is made of poly ﬁll layers or poly foam and poly wrap.

%

OFF

BOX EDGE

KNIFE-EDGE cushions are constructed with a plain seam
with no extra detailing; it’s a more simple design. Core is
made of poly ﬁll layers and poly wrap.

KNIFE EDGE

PILLOWS

SALE

A

528769

Throw

Knife / Welted

15"Sq.x6"

$19.99

$15.95

B

528777

Throw

Knife / Welted

20"Sq.x6"

$29.99

$24.95

C

528786

Tufted Pillow/Cushion

Knife / Welted

25"Sq.x6"

$39.99

$32.95

D

528794

Lumbar

Knife / Welted

13"x20"x6"

$24.99

$19.95

E

528802

Bolster

Knife / Welted

21"x6"x6"

$19.99

$13.95

Knife

16"Sq.x1½"

$49.99

$37.95

Knife

15"x17½"x3½"

$19.99

$13.95

17"x17½"x3½"

$24.99

$19.95
$19.95

PILLOWS

D-Lumbar

A-15" Throw

B-20" Throw

PATIO SEAT CUSHIONS
F

528819

G

528827

H

Pads, 4-Pack

528835

E-Bolster

Knife

J

528844

Knife

18"x18"x3½"

$24.99

K

528869

Knife

18½"x19½"x3"

$24.99

$21.95

17"x18½"x3"

$24.99

$19.95

L

528893

Tufted

Knife

M

528902

Tufted

Knife

20"x18"x3"

$24.99

$21.95

N

528852

Round Back

Knife

18"x18½"x3"

$24.99

$21.95

P

528951

Round Back

Box / Welted

17"x18½"x3½"

$29.99

$20.95
$23.95

Q

528969

Round Back

Box / Welted

19"x19"x3½"

$29.99

R

528978

Round

Box / Welted

16"Dia.x3"

$19.99

$16.95

S

528935

Straight Back

Box / Welted

21½"x18"x3"

$29.99

$25.95

19"x19½"x3"

$29.99

$25.95
$39.95
$39.95

T

528943

Straight Back

Box / Welted

U

529010

Floor Cushion

Box / Welted

22"Sq.x4"

$49.99

V

529002

Deep Seat

Knife

24½"x24"x4½"

$49.99

BENCH & SWING CUSHIONS
W

529111

18"x48"x3"

$49.99

$39.95
$41.95

X

529129

Knife

18"x54"x3"

$59.99

Y

529137

Knife

18"x60"x3"

$69.99

$54.95

Z

529061

Box / Welted

17½"x41"x3½"

$49.99

$42.95

19"x43"x4"

$49.99

$42.95

AA

529079

Round Edge

PATIO SEAT CUSHIONS

F-4 Pack
Knife Edge

Box / Welted

P/Q-Box Edge
Round Back

G/H/J/K-Knife
Edge

V-Deep Seat
Knife Edge

Knife

Square Edge

C-25" Tufted
Pillow

N-Knife Edge Round
Back

S/T-Box Edge

BENCH & SWING CUSHIONS

W/X/Y-Bench Knife Edge

Z-Bench Square Edge Box
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AA-Bench Round Edge Box

L/M-Knife Edge
Tufted

U-Floor Box Edge

R-Round Box Edge

CHOOSE FROM 40 CUSHION SIZES:
SALE

DEEP SEAT CUSHIONS
BB
CC
DD
EE

529237

Comfort Deep Seat

529245

Cushion Set
Relaxed Deep Seat

529262

Cushion Set
Deep Seat Tufted

529212

Pillow Cushion Set
Deep Seat Box

Knife

17"x24"x4½" back

$69.99

$59.95

Knife

24"x24"x4½" seat
20½"x22½"x5" back

$69.99

$59.95

Knife

23"x22"x5" seat
25"x25"x6" back

$89.99

$69.95

Box / Welted

24½"x24"x4½" seat
17"x24"x4½" back

$79.99

$59.95

$129.99

$99.95

$49.99

$39.95

Cushion Set
FF

529229

24"x24"x4" seat

Deluxe Deep Seat Box

Box / Welted

Cushion Set
GG

529254

19"x26"x6" back

DEEP SEAT CUSHIONS

BB-Deep Seat
Comfort Knife Edge

CC-Deep Seat Relaxed
Knife Edge

EE-Deep Seat
Box Edge

FF-Deluxe Deep
Seat Box Edge

DD-Deep Seat Tufted
Knife Edge

26"x26"x5½” seat

Deep Seat Ottoman
Cushion

Box / Welted

22"x28"x4½"

HINGED CHAIR CUSHIONS
HH

528986

Adirondack Chair

Knife

46"x22"x2½"

$49.99

$42.95

JJ

528994

Adirondack Chair

Knife

52"x20"x2½"

$49.99

$42.95
$39.95

KK

529028

Hinged Chair

Knife

40"x20"x3"

$49.99

LL

529036

Hinged Chair

Knife

44"x22"x3"

$59.99

$41.95

MM

529053

High Back Chair

Knife

45"x21½"x4"

$69.99

$54.95

GG-Deep Seat
Ottoman Box Edge

HINGED CHAIR CUSHIONS

CHAISE/LOUNGER CUSHIONS
NN

529204

Sun Lounger

Knife

76"x23½"x3"

$99.99

$79.95

PP

529187

Chaise

Knife

72"x21½"x2½"

$79.99

$59.95

QQ

529179

Chaise

Box / Welted

72"x21"x3½"

$89.99

$69.95

RR

529196

Steamer Chair

Box / Welted

72"x20"x3"

$89.99

$69.95

HH/JJ-Hinged
Adirondack
Knife Edge

CHAISE/LOUNGER
CUSHIONS

NN-Sun Lounger Knife Edge

PP-Chaise Knife Edge

QQ-Chaise Box Edge

CONTRAST
WELT CUSHIONS
GIVE YOUR FURNITURE THE FRESH LOOK THAT COMES WITH
OUR DEEP SEAT CUSHIONS WITH WHITE WELTING.
In addition to our high-quality cushions, we offer a new deep seat box-edge style
now with crisp, contrasting white welting. Available in 3 boxed styles. Specify
Bahama blue, nautical blue, and key lime, all with white contrasting welting.
529212 - Deep Seat Box Cushion Set $79.99 $59.95
529229 - Deluxe Deep Seat Box Cushion Set $129.99 $99.95
529179 - Box Chaise $89.99 $69.95
Sizes listed above

KK/LLHinged Seat
Knife Edge

RR-Steamer Box Edge

MM-Hinged
High Back Box
Edge

ADD STYLE & PRIVACY
SALE!
UP TO

30%

OFF
CURTAINS

Paciﬁc Isles Sectionals (See pg. 8.)
Modesto Planters (See pg. 11.)

3-pc. rod extends 8'-10'W

EXCLUSIVE! Freestanding Outdoor Curtain Rod with Post Set. Set the freestanding 88"H posts
on your patio or deck, attach the adjustable rod (extends from 8' to 10' wide), then add your curtains.
Hooks allow rods to be positioned at any angle when 2 or more units are combined. Extend the width
another 8'-10'W with our Add-On Set. Powder-coated steel.

Antique Bronze:
424945 - Curtain Rod + 2 Posts $179.99
424937 - Add-On Rod + 1 Post $99.99
White with Stainless Steel Finial:
447569 - Curtain Rod + 2 Posts $179.99
447577 - Add-On Rod + 1 Post $99.99

E

E

CURTAIN RODS

Swivel mount hooks for additional posts/rods

IN 2 FINISHES!
OUR FREESTANDING
CURTAIN ROD SETS
ASSEMBLE EASILY AND
STORE COMPACTLY.

3-PC. ROD SYSTEMS
EXTENDS FROM 8'-10'W.
ADD EXTRA POSTS/RODS
TO CREATE A LARGER
PRIVACY AREA.
TENSION RODS ¾"

Weighted
cross base

Posts are
88" high

Flare Indoor/Outdoor Stainless Steel Curtain Rods.
Make a dramatic statement with your outdoor curtains with
these durable stainless steel curtain rods. Perfect for outdoor
use, these adjustable telescopic rods have 1" dia. tapered
ﬁnials and are easy to install. Mounting hardware and dual
mounting brackets are included. Specify brushed nickel or
graphite ﬁnish.
581986 - 54"-96"L $69.99
Brushed
Graphite
Nickel
581994 - 84"-150"L $79.99
Indoor/Outdoor Tension Curtain Rods. These clever tension
rods are made of stainless steel, making them weather and rust
resistant. Rods mount with spring tension but also contain a hidden
screw at end cap for more stability. Lengths more than 48" include
a ceiling mount joiner for extra support; joiner also sold separately.
Specify brushed nickel, white, or espresso.
540361 - 18"-28" $29.99 540367 - 66"-120" $59.99
540363 - 28"-48" $39.99 540369 - Ceiling Mount
Joiner $9.99
540365 - 48"-86" $49.99
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Brushed
Nickel

White

Espresso

See our website for
additional curtain rods.

In patterns, solids, and stripes, these classic outdoor curtains are designed
to keep their good looks through rain, wind, and hot sun. Use them to add
style, shade, and privacy to a patio pergola, gazebo, or porch. Stainless steelplated grommets and tab-tops make them easy to hang on a decorative
curtain rod (not included). Grommet-tops will ﬁt a curtain rod up to
1¼"Dia. Specify color or pattern as shown. To learn how to hang outdoor
curtains, read our blog post at improvementscatalog.com/curtains.

CHOOSE TAB-TOP OR GROMMET-TOP
SHEER VOILE SOLIDS

Ivory

Nautical Blue*

Red Brick*

Beige

Taupe*

White

BANANA LEAF CURTAINS

RAFFIA CURTAINS

GROMMET-TOP
SOLIDS & STRIPES
Chocolate

Green

Bahama Blue*

Grey

Sky Blue*

White

Khaki*

Khaki Stripe

Grey Stripe

Sky Blue Stripe*

TAB-TOP SOLIDS

White*

Taupe*
Description

Beige*

HAVANA LEAF CURTAINS

SEMI OPAQUE
Tab Top
- 50"W

PRICE

SALE

Grommet
Top 50"W

PRICE

SALE

Outdoor Curtain Panel - 84"L

424953

$54.99

$45.95

425079

$59.99

$50.95

Outdoor Curtain Panel - 96"L

424961

$59.99

$50.95

425087

$64.99

$54.95

Outdoor Curtain Panel - 108" L

424979

$64.99

$54.95

425095

$69.99

$58.95

SHEER VOILE
Tab Top - 54" W

PRICE

SALE

Grommet Top 50"W

PRICE

SALE

425104 - 84"L

$29.99

$23.95

425012 - 84"L

$39.99

$27.95

425112 - 96"L

$34.99

$27.95

425029 - 96"L

$44.99

$30.95

425129 - 108" L

$39.99

$27.95

425037 - 108" L

$49.99

$34.95

SHEER PRINTS

Blue

RAFFIA

Grey

Banana Leaf
Grommet Top 54"W

Havana Leaf
Grommet
Top - 54"W

PRICE

SALE

Grommet Top 50"W

PRICE

SALE

* Exclusively Ours

559782 - 84"L

559815

$39.99

$33.95

559874 - 84"L

$59.99

$50.95

559799 - 96"L

559823

$44.99

$37.95

559882 - 96"L

$64.99

$54.95

SEE MORE STYLES &
CLEARANCE ONLINE.

559801 - 108" L

559831

$49.99

$41.95

559899 - 108" L

$69.99

$58.95

Taupe

White
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A

A TROPICAL HO
IN YOUR BACKY
Wrote the headline.
A - Resin Wicker
Sectional
B - Umbrella

573382 - Modesto Planter (See pg. 11.)
537569 - Shoreham Rug (See online.)

NEW & EXCLUSIVE! A | 3-Piece Paciﬁc Isles Resin Wicker Sectional Patio Collection.
Modern and elegantly designed, our resin wicker sectional comes in two seating sections,
chaise and loveseat with a coffee table in a modern variegated grey ﬁnish. Seats open to
reveal generous hidden storage areas that have detachable liners to keep your stored items
from getting dirty. Coffee table has an espresso stained slatted hardwood top surface with
a sizeable lower shelf for storing items. The 100% polyester, UV-resistant solid grey welted
cushions are all inclusive. Covers are removable and washable. Frames are constructed with
a sturdy and durable powder-coated aluminum. Chaise section: 57½"W x 29"D x 26"H.
Loveseat section: 57½"W x 27"D x 26"H. Table: 35½"W x 18"D x 18½"H. Assembly required.
575433 - 3-Piece Sectional Set $1,569.99 E

Wrote the copy.
Seats open to reveal generous
hidden storage areas that have
detachable liners to keep your
stored items from getting dirty.
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OTSPOT
YARD

STANDS 110" HIGH AND OFFERS 135 SQUARE FEET OF COVERAGE

NEW! B | 9' x 15' Tripoli Patio Umbrella.

Invite friends and family over to enjoy the shade!
And protect against the sun under the UV-resistant
9'x15' Tripoli Patio Umbrella. Its triple canopy offers
135 square feet of coverage so it's perfect for your
next outdoor get-together. With a powder-coated
aluminum and steel pole, the patio umbrella is
weather and rust resistant. Features a cross base for
stability. Recommended use with the Offset Umbrella
Base Weight (Offset Umbrella Base Weight, 575077,
sold separately on pg. 70). 108"W x 180"L x 110"H.
Simple assembly required.
575036 - $249.99

Umbrella has 12 ribs for
extended coverage.
Easy crank operation.

Wrote the bullet point copy.
Powder-coated
aluminum and steel
bronze pole.

WATCH IT!

improvementscatalog.com

C

NEW! C | Saratoga Accent Chair. The generous size

of this outdoor accent chair makes it feel more like an
armchair. This uniquely designed chair in taupe and
grey color gives it a modern look that complement's
any style. The chair has handwoven weather-resistant
polyethylene roping with a powder-coated steel cross
base frame, making it durable and sturdy. Add a throw
pillow and cushion for added comfort. Great for small
spaces! 28"W x 28"D x 33"H. Simple assembly required.
575102 - $199.99 ($10)

D

Wrote the copy.

NEW! D | Pebbled Metallic Garden Stool. Add pizazz

to your home, indoors and out, with this eye-catching
metallic garden stool in a pebbled design. Made from
100% ceramic, this dazzling stool will surely inspire your
décor. Use it as a statement piece inside your home or
in the garden. Also works as a table or footstool. Weight
capacity: 220 lbs. 14"Dia. x 18"H.
582867 - $149.99

Wrote the copy.

Teal
537569 - Shoreham Rug
(See online.)
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A

EXCLUSIVE! A | Seabrooke Rocking Chairs. Invoke that classic, old American charm feel with our new and improved

all-wood construction Seabrooke Rocking Chairs, available in single or double. The weather-resistant, painted rockers will quickly
become family favorites. Both chair options feature a slatted contoured seat, comfortable ladder-style back, wider arm rests,
and smooth rocking motion, ensuring optimal appeal and enjoyment. Includes a polyurethane ﬁnish to help protect it from the
elements. The single is 26"W x 33½"D x 47½"H. The double rocking chair is 45¼"W x 33"D x 45¼"H. Assembly required.
575683 - Single (Specify white, red, black, or oak) $179.99 E
575085 - Double (Specify white or black) $259.99 E

White

Red

Black

Oak

Wrote the copy.

NEW & EXCLUSIVE! B | Port Royal Indoor/Outdoor Rug. Upgrade your outdated and

B

worn out indoor/outdoor performance rugs with ones that make a statement! The contrast
of the natural chenille designs against the darker color of the performance rugs gives them a
unique look. They're also soft to the touch. The durable construction can withstand wear and
tear, so go ahead and place these rugs in high trafﬁc areas such as entryways and laundry
rooms. Recommended use with a rug pad. Available in 6 sizes and 4 patterns.
Specify brown, bluestone, or black.

Geo

Border
Wave
Honeycomb

Oak

Espresso

SIZE
2' x 3'
2½' x 7'
3' x 5'
5' x 8'
6' x 9'
8' x 10'

HONEYCOMB
580775
580632
580784
580640
580659
580667

WAVE
580759
580717
580767
580725
580733
580741

BORDER
580817
580590
580825
580608
580616
580624

GEO
580792
580675
580809
580683
580691
580709

RETAIL
$29.99
$69.99
$59.99
$159.99
$199.99
$299.99

A

SELF-WATERING PLANTERS
MAKE GARDENING EASIER
D
C

E

G

F

Made in the

USA

15-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
AGAINST FADING, CRACKING,
& WARPING
WEATHER-RESISTANT
ALL YEAR LONG
Self-Watering Planters. Dazzle guests and neighbors with these highly attractive and
functional planters. Perfect for an entryway, patio or terrace, these planters can increase
your home's curb appeal while making plant care easier on you! They all feature a doublewall design and water reservoir at the bottom, which allows plants to take in water when
needed, resulting in healthier plants that require less frequent watering. Made of 100%
high-grade polyethylene, the planters are weatherproof and lightweight yet durable.
THE SAVANNAH features a unique design with a modern ﬂair. Specify black, white, or clay.
THE MONT CLAIR is accented with a bold, beveled frame and lattice design.
Specify red, white, black, espresso, grey, or Neptune blue.
THE MODESTO planters have a textured ﬁnish that captures the ﬂair of European
styling. Specify black, ivory, espresso, macaw green or Neptune blue.

THE CAPE COD planters showcase a classic beaded panel design. Specify black, white,
clay or heritage red.
THE LAKELAND planters have the look of real wood. Specify black, white, or espresso.
All planters are made in the USA and have a limited 15-Year warranty.
C | NEW! 573432 - Savannah (16"Sq.; 8½ lbs.) $119.99
D | 509592 - Mont Clair (16"Sq. x 28"H; 9 lbs.) $149.99
E | NEW! 573382 - Modesto 32" Tall (20"Dia. x 20"H; 13½ lbs.) $149.99
F | NEW! 573416 - Lakeland Tall (16"Sq. x 28½"H;Teal
10 lbs.) $139.99
G | 476544 - Cape Cod 32" Tall Planter (15½"W x 15½"D x 32"H; 11 lbs.) $149.99
SEE ADDITIONAL SIZES AND COLORS ONLINE.
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A

Our Eucalyptus Folding
Table & chairs are the
stars of fun summer days!

Wrote the copy.
CHAIRS
STACK
EASY

EXCLUSIVE! A | Eucalyptus Folding Table &
Coordinating Chairs. Versatile tables have 2 base supports
that lock in place to hold one or both sections of the slatted
top. When not needed, the tables fold to just 6" thick for
storage. Includes umbrella opening. Matching stacking arm
chairs also available. 60" round table will comfortably seat up
to 8 people and our 48" round table will accommodate up to
6 comfortably. Assembly required on chairs. Chair cushions
(use #528835 or #528893 sold separately on pg. 4.)
Specify natural, espresso, or driftwood grey.
574899 - Stacking Arm Chair $99.99
503137 - 60" Round Table (30"H) $399.99 E
574969 - 48" Round Table (30"H) $319.99 E
574919 - 48" Round Table + 4 Stacking Chairs
(Save $50) $669.95 E
574902 - 60" Round Table + 6 Stacking Chairs
(Save $70) $929.93 E

OPENS
TO A
ROUND
DINING
TABLE

FITS IN A
CORNER
OR
AGAINST
A WALL

EXCLUSIVE! B | 4-Tier Wooden Outdoor Shelf.
This classic-style eucalyptus shelving unit has a blend of
two tones incorporating both natural and espresso ﬁnishes.
The unique design offers four spacious slatted thick shelves
to store entertaining items. It is a perfect addition to any
outdoor living space, but it's elegant enough to use indoors
as a bookshelf or as a pantry organizer or baker’s rack in
your kitchen. Shelving unit is 32"W x 14"D x 60"H with
15"H between shelves. Assembly required.
574978 - $199.99 E

FOLDS
FOR
EASY
STORAGE

EXCLUSIVE! C | Eucalyptus Outdoor Serving Table.
It’s lightweight so you can move it to wherever it’s needed,
and it serves a host of uses: mini beverage bar, dinnerware
holder, or stand-alone table on your deck. Constructed of
eucalyptus with an espresso or natural oil ﬁnish, the table
has a simple slatted design with a lower shelf for added
storage. Easily folds up when not in
use. 42"W x 16"D x 33"H. Assembly
required. Specify espresso or natural.
Natural
Espresso
531945 - $159.99 E

G

B - 4-Tier Shelf
C - Serving Table

E

EXCLUSIVE! D | Metal Sun Face Wall Decor.

Give your home or patio space an eternally sunnyside-up attitude with our metal Aztec sun face.
Featuring a bronze gold-tone ﬁnish, it's easy to hang
(hardware not included). 27"Dia. x 1/2" thick.
503719 - $49.99

D

NEW! E | Color-Changing Ceramic
Solar Lantern. Mesmerizing color-changing
ceramic solar lantern charges by day and
brightens at night! Set it to cool white or
color-changing light mode and the cutout
pattern will cast a colorful shadow design
on your outdoor space. The ceramic solar
lantern comes with a convenient metal
handle to hang from your favorite tree,
pergola, or porch. Remove the solar panel
on top to easily recharge in direct sunlight,
especially if you want to take this fun
lantern indoors. 7"W x 7"D x 11"H.
569532 - $39.99
Espresso

WATCH IT!

improvementscatalog.com

Improvements® Buyer’s Club Members save 10%! See page 36.
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A

SINK DEEPER INTO
OUTDOOR LIVING
Wrote the headline.

EXCLUSIVE! A | Deep Seat Collection. Crafted of
durable eucalyptus (a renewable tropical hardwood that
resists mildew and insects), our furniture offers deeper
seating with slightly slanted backs for ample comfort. Chairs
and sofas have slightly arched armrests, while the slatted
design ensures quick drying after a rain. Assembly required
(hardware included). Specify espresso or natural.

414468 - Chair (29"W x 31"D x 30"H) $129.99 E
414476 - Ottoman (28"W x 22"D x 12"H) $99.99
414484 - Rocker (29"W x 40"D x 30"H) $169.99 E
414459 - Settee/Loveseat (53"W x 31"D x 29½"H)
$249.99 E
414441 - Sofa (77"W x 31"D x 29½"H) $299.99 ($5) E
384202 - Side Table (23½"W x 22 ½"D x 18 ½"H) $119.99
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576035 - 5-Piece Eucalyptus Set
(Settee, Sofa, Chair, Side Table, & Ottoman)
(Save $50) $849.95 ($5) E
Cushions sold separately. Use our EXCLUSIVE deep seat
comfort style (#529237) or boxed shape (#529292).
See pgs. 4-5. Or use Sunbrella® Deep Seat Comfort Style
(#425869) or boxed style (#425850). See pg. 28.

B

580231 - Fairhope Rug
(See online.)
569992, 569984 Nicholas Wood Lanterns
(See online.)

Wrote the headline.

Open UpLIFEToOUTDOORS
Slatted Acacia tropical hardwood
lift-up top provides a spacious,
versatile work surface.

Espresso colored
resin wicker with an
open weave accent.
Soft close hinges and
adjustable levelers for
stability on uneven surfaces.

Weather-resistant
coffee table offers
dual function plus
storage.

Wrote the copy.
EXCLUSIVE! B | Eucalyptus Console Table. Great as a buffet to serve your guest from, this
table is crafted of durable eucalyptus, a renewable tropical hardwood. Slatted design ensures quick
drying after a rain. Assembly required. 48"L x 16"D x 32"H. Specify espresso, natural, walnut, or
driftwood grey.
413996 - $199.99 E
Espresso

Natural

Walnut

Driftwood
Grey

NEW & EXCLUSIVE! C | Lift Up Coffee Table with Storage.
Traditional in style but modern in functionality, this weather-resistant coffee table
offers dual function plus hidden storage. The table is constructed in a box design
in an espresso resin wicker ﬁnish. Features an open weave accent, slatted Acacia
tropical hardwood lift-up top provides a spacious, versatile work surface, and
tapered feet in a natural oil ﬁnish. Soft close hinges and adjustable levelers for
stability on uneven surfaces. Overall: 34"W x 27½"D x 20"H. Interior: 28"W x 25"D
x 7"H (when open). Each Table Side Leaf: 13½"D. Simple assembly required.
575326 - $449.99 E

RELAXING IS EASY
WITH OUR SINGLE
OR DOUBLE CHAISE
A - Chaise
B - Deluxe Umbrella

 With single chaise, wider back
and seat room for lounging
 With the double chaise, face each
other and enjoy a pleasant conversation
 Or relax side by side
 Or lies ﬂat for double-bed-sized comfort

EXCLUSIVE! A | Eucalyptus Single and Double Chaise Loungers.

Back adjusts 4 ways to meet your
comfort needs, and the side table pulls
out to hold your
book or a beverage.

Back adjusts 4 ways to meet your comfort needs, and the side table pulls
out to hold your book or a beverage. Double chaise has seat backs that
adjust independently from either end. Back wheels let you easily roll your
lounger to follow the sun or shade. Specify ﬁnish.
425994 - Single Chaise (25"W x 77"L x 36½"H) $229.99 ($5) E
*Single Chaise uses cushion #529204
414362 - Double Chaise (47"W x 75"L x 36"H) $359.99 ($10) E
*Double Chaise uses cushions #529187 or #529179
*Cushions sold separately. See pg. 5.
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Espresso

Natural

Driftwood
Grey

SALE!
UP TO

30%

OFF

WATCH IT!

improvementscatalog.com

EXCLUSIVE! B | Deluxe Market Umbrella. Staying in the shade has never been so fashionable. Our Deluxe Market
Umbrellas come in sizes to ﬁt every space, and colors to please every taste. Easy crank open and close, with auto-tilting
action to shield you when the sun is low. The 6', 7½', and 9' sizes feature auto tilt; the 11' size does not tilt. Comes with
a bronze-tone or white aluminum frame and pole with sturdy polyester canopy. Simple assembly. Replacement canopies
also available. Specify color and frame ﬁnish as shown. (Umbrellas match our EXCLUSIVE! outdoor cushions, pgs. 4-5.)

11
COLORS
Dockside Stripe

Sienna Orange

2 FINISHES

4 SIZES

Bahama Blue

7½'

6'

9'

Harbor Grey

Nautical Blue

Bronze

Empress Teal

Nassau Blue

Agave Green

Taupe

White

Red Brick

Deluxe Market
Umbrella

Tilt Style

Bronze Finish
Frame

White Finish
Frame

6' Market Umbrella
7½' Market Umbrella
9' Market Umbrella
11' Market Umbrella

Auto Tilt
Auto Tilt
Auto Tilt
No Tilt

476427
476443
476452
476477

509409
509417
509425
509433

Deluxe Umbrella
Replacement Canopies

11'

Key Lime

6' Canopy
7½' Canopy
9' Canopy
11' Canopy

Price

SALE!

$99.99
$129.99
$159.99
$199.99

$79.95
$90.95
$119.95
$159.95

Price
491119
491127
491135
491143

$49.99
$69.99
$79.99
$99.99

THE LUMA BISTRO OUTDOOR
STACKING CHAIR STACKS UP!

A - Screen
B - Chair

Wrote the headline.

Smooth mesh back and seat.

Sleek rounded
back and curved
arms add extra
comfort.

SALE!

Lightweight yet
durable resin
frame.

Wrote the
copy.

Mix and match with
other mediums,
like wood or metal
dining tables.
Espresso

C

SALE!

Clean with the
spray of a hose
and air dry.

EXCLUSIVE! A | Nouvelle 3-Panel Resin Wicker Privacy Screen.
This 3-panel screen adds instant privacy wherever you need it: a deck, patio,
or apartment or condominium balcony. It can even function as a room
divider to separate 2 areas, and is easily transportable indoors and out.
Constructed of weather-resistant resin wicker with metal frame in a cocoa
brown hand-woven ﬂat weave, it is hinged and has 2' stability bars at the
base for support. We recommend stowing screen away during off-season and
when not in use. Some assembly required. Each panel is 19½"W x 72"H x
1¼" thick; overall width is 58½"W.
503377 - $189.99 E
EXCLUSIVE! B | Luma Bistro Outdoor Stacking Chair.

Style and comfort is what you get with this bistro outdoor
stacking chair. The sleek rounded back and curved arms add
extra comfort while seated. A lightweight yet durable resin
frame features a smooth mesh back and seat. Mix and match
with other mediums, like wood or metal dining tables or
create a small conversation area with two chairs and your
favorite accent table. Stores away easily. Clean with the spray
of a hose and air dry. UV and weather-resistant. 17"W x 21"D
x 32¾"H. Specify espresso or black.
Wrote the copy.
575367 - $99.99 $79.95 ($5)

552234 - Fresco Border Outdoor Rug
(See online.)
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Black

EXCLUSIVE! C | 8½'Sq. Offset Solar
Umbrella and Umbrella Netting.
This Offset Solar Umbrella provides
over 70 sq. ft. of shade with its 8½'Sq.
cantilevered valance-style canopy. An
easy operating crank tilt system lets you
open and tilt the polyester canopy. The
canopy can be rotated 360° to follow the
sun so that you’ll always have shade. The
umbrella includes 7 ribs with 4 LEDs per
rib; a center hub light has 12 LEDs. A solar
panel on top of the canopy provides 6-8 hrs. of light after a full day’s charge in
the sun. Polyester Umbrella Netting (sold separately) keeps bugs at bay while
you’re relaxing outdoors. The frame, pole, and cross base come with a powdercoated bronze-tone ﬁnish and taupe canopy. Assembly required.
551724 - 8½'Sq. Offset Solar Umbrella $249.99 $211.95
551984 - Umbrella Netting $69.99 $59.95
575077 - Offset Umbrella Base Weight $49.99 (See pg. 70 for details.)
575242 - Set of 2 $89.98
Espresso

D

EFFORTLESS
ENTERTAINING...
set up and take
down are a breeze!

Wrote the headline.
NEW & EXCLUSIVE! D | Westport
7-Piece Dining Set with Cushions.
Nothing goes better with warm weather than
a delicious outdoor meal served on a beautiful
table. When you're ﬁnished, simply fold down
the attached leaves and store the 6 folding
chairs under the table. The rear wheels allow
easy mobility and placement. It is multipurposeful and can also be used as a buffet or
serving table. Our patio dining set is crafted of
sturdy, durable eucalyptus wood, slatted styling
in a natural oil ﬁnish and featured with a built
in umbrella opening. Set includes six 100%
polyester seat cushions in grey which have
removable covers for easy cleaning. Overall
table size is 74"W x 42"D x 30"H, when folded:
24"W x 42"D x 30"H. Chairs: 19"W x 21"D x
36"H, seat height: 18". Assembly required on
table. Matching table cover sold separately.
575491 - $999.99 ($20) E
575509 - Rectangle Patio Table
Cover 45" $39.99

Wrote the copy.

Table folds down and folding chairs store
under the table. Wheel into storage!

Wrote the copy.

Protect the 7-Piece Dining Set with
our NEW! 45" Rectangle Patio Table
Cover. See pg. 46 for details.
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A - Patio Umbrella
B - Wicker Collection

SALE!

SALE! A | 8' Catalina Patio Umbrella. Our retro-inspired, pagoda-style umbrella

30

%

will be a standout on any patio, summer after summer, with its fun, bold-striped
canopy and piped valance design. The impressive, ﬁberglass 24-rib frame, pole, and
crank handle are constructed of steel and aluminum to hold up on a breezy day.
Pole and frame have a white powder-coated ﬁnish; handle and ﬁnial have a silvertone ﬁnish. Polyester, steel, aluminum, and plastic. 96½"Dia. x 8½"H. Umbrella
comes with a bonus cover and tender rod to help you protect it when it's closed.
Imported. Specify blue with white or red with white (see online).
529279 - $149.99 $104.95

OFF
UMBRELLA

EXCLUSIVE! B | San Marco
Resin Wicker Patio Collection.
Perfect for intimate gatherings and
large events when multiple sets
are used. Chairs stack and tables
fold for storing. Dining table has
an umbrella hole with a cap. We
recommend covering or storing
during off-season. Flat weave resin
wicker over powder-coated steel
frames. Chairs use 4-Pack Chair
Pad Set (#528819), Knife-Edge
Patio Cushion (#528835), BoxEdge Patio Cushion (#528927), or
Chairs come fully assembled
Tufted Patio Cushion (#528893).
and stack for storing.
Imported. Specify white or espresso.
532804 - Stacking Arm Chairs, Set of 2 (23½"W x 25½"D x 33"H) $169.99 E
532812 - Folding Dining Table (42"Dia. x 29"H) $199.99 E
575185 - 5-Pc. Set (Table + 4 Stacking Arm Chairs) (Save $50) $489.97 E
D

552341 - Aurora Outdoor Rug
(See online.)

C

EXCLUSIVE! D | Curved Bench. Ideal for cozy seating around a ﬁre on a cool

night. Each bench is designed to seat 2 comfortably; add additional benches to
create a circle or "S" shape. Sturdy eucalyptus with espresso or natural oil ﬁnish that
weathers to a soft grey. Assembly required. 44"W x 20½"D x 16"H. Cushion sold
separately. Specify espresso or natural ﬁnish. Specify cushion color as shown below.
360
˚
SWIVEL
532895 - Bench $119.99 E
575459 - Set of 2 Benches $199.98 (SAVE $40)
EXCLUSIVE! C | Havana 3-Pc. Resin Wicker Swivel Chair & Table Set. Features full wrapped 490835 - SALE! Bench Cushion (42"W x 17"D x 3"H) $59.99 $44.95
front aprons with detailed textured weaving and the table has a tapered design with a glass insert
and lower shelf. The ﬂat-weave resin set comes in a beautiful two-tone espresso ﬁnish over a
powder-coated steel frame to match most outdoor décor. Chairs swivel 360° and include 2 light
Dockside
Nautical
Tahiti Cove
Red Brick
Stripe
beige round box cushions; can also use our Exclusive Round Box-Edge Cushions (#528877).
Blue
Chairs: 27½"W x 28½"D x 33"H; Table: 20"Sq. x 20"H. Assembly required. Imported.
531737 - $449.99 E ($20)
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Sale prices good thru 6/28/18. (Some quantities limited.)
Natural

E

SALE!

E

BRING THE FLORIDA KEYS
TO YOUR BACKYARD
F

SALE! E | Battery-Operated Glass Pineapple

Hurricanes. This tropical fruit hurricane will add
ambiance to your patio or indoor porch. A hand-blown
glass structure is caged with black metal and includes
an LED candle with a timer function. Small requires
2 AA batteries; large requires 3 AAA batteries; all not
included. Small is 10"H; large is 17¼"H.
521810 - Small $49.99 $39.95
521826 - Large $69.99 $55.95

580524 - Coastal Breeze Rug
- Ocean (See online.)

WATCH IT!
EXCLUSIVE! F | Key Largo Resin Wicker Patio
improvementscatalog.com
Furniture Collection. Featuring a ﬂat weave resin
wicker over a powder-coated steel frame, these pieces
are durable, substantial, and a bit wider than a regular
seat and ottoman. The deep-seat chairs and ottomans are
the perfect complement to the round side table, and all
pieces are foldable. Weather-resistant collection is in a mix
of cocoa and espresso brown. Chair is 25½"W x 32½"D
x 35"H; Ottoman is 25½"W x 19½"D x 17¼"H; Table is
23¼"Dia. x 22¼"H. Assembly required. Imported.
531796 - 5-Pc. Set (2 Chairs, 2 Ottomans, &
G
Side Table) $399.99 ($15) E

H

EXCLUSIVE! G | Stylized Garden Cranes.
Recognized as symbols of good fortune and longevity
in Japan. Pair is made of cast aluminum with a bronze
tone and teal marbled ﬁnish. 7½ lbs. Larger crane:
8¾"L x 5¾"W x 42"H; companion crane: 11¼"L x
5¾"W x 33½"H
573099 - $199.99
NEW & EXCLUSIVE! H | Heron
Garden Statue with Lantern.
You won't mind if our whimsical
heron ﬂies into your yard and settles
in your garden or near your pond
as he'll light your way with the
lantern he carries in his beak. Our
ﬁne feathered-friend is hand-painted
in patina verdigris and bronze with
gold highlights and has a layer
of protective lacquer on top. This
unique garden statue is perfect for
any home or occasion and makes
a great housewarming gift. Indoor
and outdoor use. Weather-resistant.
2 AA NiMH rechargeable batteries,
included. 4 LED bulbs inside the
lantern. 37"H x 17"L x 7"W.
573559 - $149.99

Wrote the copy.
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A

LOUNGE in LUXURY with the
ELLICOTT COLLECTION

Arm Chairs & Sofa use Improvements
EXCLUSIVE! Box-Edge Cushion Set (#529212)
or Sunbrella® Cushion Set (#425850)
541369 - Nairobi Outdoor Rug (See online.)

A

360
˚
SWIVEL

Swivel Lounge Chair uses Improvements
EXCLUSIVE! Box-Edge Cushion Set (#529212)
or Sunbrella® Cushion Set (#425850)
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B - Console Table
C - Privacy Screen

EXCLUSIVE! A | Ellicott Deep Seat Metal FurnitureDCollection.

Ellicott features generous deep seats with lightweight steel frames in a dark
bronze satin powder-coated ﬁnish. Each seat has sturdy vinyl strapping
along the base and a metal back that features the signature square metal
cutout design. The Swivel Lounge Chair rotates 360° and the coffee table
offers a bottom shelf for books, magazines, or decorative items. Each piece
is sold separately so you can create the customized conﬁguration that’s
just right for your patio, porch, or 3-season room. Cushions sold separately.
Assembly required on all pieces. Store under cover during off-season.
531804 - Sofa (76"W x 29"D x 33½"H) $299.99 ($5) E
528204 - Arm Chair (31"W x 28"D x 33"H) $129.99
531812 - Swivel Lounge Chair (28"W x 29"D x 33½"H) $199.99 E
528188 - Coffee Table (44"W x 22"D x 18"H) $149.99 E
531829 - Side Table (22"W x 18¼"D x 22¼"H) $99.99
576019 - 5-Piece Ellicott Set (Sofa, 2 Arm Chairs, Coffee Table, and
Side Table) (Save $50) $759.95 ($5) E

D

B | Ellicott Metal Console Table. A useful serving table and a stunning
accent. Features beautiful bowed legs and coordinates with the Ellicott
Deep Seat Metal Furniture Collection (shown at left) and the Ellicott Metal
Chaise Lounger (shown above). In metal with a stunning dark bronze satin
powder-coated ﬁnish. 44"W x14"D x 32"H.
528196 - $199.99 E

EXCLUSIVE! C | Eternity 3-Panel Privacy Screen. Decorative
screen has steel frame panels with PVC sling fabric screening, allowing
ﬁltered light to pass through while still maintaining that private retreat
feel. Structure has 2 feet at the screen base with 4 ground stakes for
stabilization. Coordinates with our Ellicott Patio Furniture Collection
(shown at left). Bronze-tone powder-coated steel frame with sling fabric
screening in contrasting beige color. 60¼"W x 11¼"D x 74¾"H. Assembly
required. Imported.
503369 - $199.99 $159.95 E

Ellicott Chaise Lounger uses Improvements
EXCLUSIVE! Sun Lounger (#529204) or
Sunbrella® Sun Lounger (#425842)

E

EXCLUSIVE! D | Ellicott Metal Chaise Lounger. An adjuster bar

lets you adjust your position between upright, reclined, or ﬂat. 27½"W x
75½"D x 37½"H upright. Assembly required. Store under cover during the
off-season. Cushions sold separately, see pg. 28.
528237 - $229.99 E

EXCLUSIVE! E | Ellicott Metal High Dining Set. This set features

a high dining table and bar stools. Each seat has sturdy vinyl strapping and
features the signature square metal cutout design. Stool rotates 360° and bar
height is 47". Each piece and cushions are sold separately. Assembly required on
all pieces. Store under cover during the off-season.
574893 - High Dining Table (44"sq x 38"H) $229.99 E
531837 - Swivel Bar Stool (22¼"W x 22"D x 47"H) $199.99
575169 - 3-Piece Bar Table Set (High Dining Table + 2 Swivel
Bar Stools) (Save $50) $579.97 E
F | Wildﬁre™ LED Flame Rechargeable Lantern. Moroccan-inspired
indoor/outdoor lantern features a rechargeable (magnetic bottom
detaches for easy recharging) pod that simulates a realistic ﬂame. Great
for creating an indoor or outdoor oasis! USB charge cord and remote
control included. 7¾"W x 7¾"D x 14"H. Specify white or black.
569774 - White $79.99
569499 - Black $79.99

F

Wrote the copy.

Teal

WATCH IT!

improvementscatalog.com

360
˚
SWIVEL

Market Umbrella (See pg. 17.)
Swivel Bar Stool uses EXCLUSIVE!
Box-Edge Cushion (#528943)
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GRAB EVERY
MINUTE
OF SUMMER

C

A

B

NEW & EXCLUSIVE! A | 3-Piece Montego Bay Resin Wicker
Bar Set. Add comfort, function, and style to your deck or patio
with this modern bar set in an espresso ﬁnish. Includes one bar
and two backless bar stools made out of durable resin wicker
and tropical Acacia hardwood. Bar has a rectangular and modern
curved design, slatted top, 3 removable shelves (12" space
between each shelf), and hollow inside with storage and foot
rest. Bar stools have contoured and generous seats with foot
rest. Weather-resistant. Powder-coated aluminum frames. Bar:
50¾"W x 19¾"D x 44½"H. Bar stools: 20"W x 15 ½"D x 29½"H.
Assembly required.
575342 - Bar Stools, Set of 2 $259.99 E
575359 - Bar Set (Bar + 2 Stools) $759.98 E

Wrote the copy.
NEW & EXCLUSIVE! B | Panama 2-In-1 Cooler Table. Invite some friends over, grab a drink and chill with this cool
beverage cooler table. It acts as both a cooler and side table. Chill your favorite beverage and then use the adjustable
table top as a bistro table. Made from hand-woven resin and powder-coated steel frame, the cooler table is also weatherresistant. Very convenient for party use! 18"Dia. x 22"-33"H. Assembly required. See additional details online.
575152 - $149.99
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WATCH IT!
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Gather
‘round
our curved modular Marbella Collection

EXCLUSIVE! C | Marbella Patio Furniture Collection. Our curved modular patio collection is constructed of
ﬂat weave resin wicker in a stylish espresso ﬁnish. Ottoman and side table have a hinged door with a storage
area inside, and the table has beverage holders. Cushions are included and replacement cushions are available.
The loveseat uses box-style deep seat and back cushion; ottoman uses a round box-style cushion. Cushions are
100% spun polyester in a beige tone with a poly foam cushion and polyurethane ﬁll. We recommend covering
or storing collection during the off-season. Powder-coated steel frame. Assembly required. Imported.
Hinged door with a storage
area inside, and the table
has beverage holders.

Hinged door with a
storage area inside.

532903 - Loveseat (65½"W x 34"D x 29"H; 49 lbs.) $449.99 ($10) E
532929 - Side Storage Table (18½"W x 34"D x 29"H; 20 lbs.) $149.99
532912 - Ottoman Storage Table (32"Dia. x 13½"H; 12 lbs.) $229.99
532937 - 2-Pc. Loveseat Replacement Cushions $99.99
532945 - Replacement Ottoman Cushion $79.99
541000 - 2 Loveseats + 2 Side Tables + Ottoman and Cushions (Save $100) $1,329.95 ($20)
541018 - 3 Loveseats + 2 Side Tables + Ottoman and Cushions (Save $200) $1,679.94 ($30)

E
E

NEW! Sierra Vista Multi-Color Stripe Rugs
581009 - 2'x8' $79.99
581017 - 5'x7' $159.99
581025 - 6'x9' $249.99
581034 - 8'x10' $299.99 E
See more details online.

A - Patio Dining Set
B - Double-Top Umbrella

Espresso

WATCH IT!

improvementscatalog.com

Wrote the headline.

EXTEND YOUR PARTY
Pull each end and unfold center butterﬂy leaf to expand to 72" and seat 6-8.

Pull each end and unfold
center butterﬂy leaf to
expand to 72". Seats 6-8.

COLORFUL
NESTING

STACKING CHAIRS M
MAKES
AKES
IT EASY TO STORE

D

Wrote the
headline.
TABLE EXTENDS TO 72"
& CAN SEAT UP TO 8

Wrote the copy.


Sturdy, durable eucalyptus
wood has a slatted design that
won't trap rain.



Extension includes an umbrella
hole for a patio umbrella.

EXCLUSIVE! A | 72" Eucalyptus Extension Patio Dining Table
and Chairs. Our 60" table offers great style for 4-6 people. Need more room?
Pull each end and unfold center butterﬂy leaf to expand to 72" and seat 6-8.
Extension includes an umbrella opening. Sturdy, durable eucalyptus wood is
slatted and won't trap rain. Buy table alone or as a set with 6 matching chairs.
Add patio seat cushions (pg. 4). Specify driftwood grey, espresso, or natural.
574899 - Stacking Arm Chair (22¾"W x 24"D x 35"H) $99.99
528304 - 72" Table (72"W x 38"D x 29"H) $399.99 E
574927 - 72" Table + 6 Stacking Arm Chairs
(22¾"W x 24"D x 35"H) (Save $70) $929.93 E
575267 - NEW! Eucalyptus Outdoor Backless Bench
(54"W x 18"D x 18"H) $149.99
Use with our attractive bench cushions (#529129, pg. 4).

Driftwood
Grey

Espresso

E

Natural

B | 9' Double-Top Solar Lighted Umbrella. Market-style umbrella adds
daytime shade and light at night. 44 LED lights–32 on 8 ribs + 12 on hub–offer 3
lighting options: ribs only; ribs and hub; hub only. Crank handle with push-button
tilt. Cover and tender rod let you cover the umbrella in place. 1.2V solar panel
uses a day’s charge for 6-8 hours of nighttime light. 100% polyester, aluminumE&
steel. Residential use only. 9'Dia. x 7'¾"H. Specify color as shown.
503469 - $169.99
Lake Blue
Sesame

Herbal Green

Persimmon

EXCLUSIVE! C | 20" Chevron
Wooden Square Planter. The
weather-resistant planter has a
clever interior shelf that allows
for planting different size pots
or topiaries. Contains 3 drainage
holes that protect against
overwatering. It's the perfect
decor for any patio, balcony
or veranda. 20"Sq. x 20"H.
Assembly required.
Specify espresso, natural or
driftwood grey.
573049- $139.99

Natural

C

WATCH IT!

improvementscatalog.com

NEW & EXCLUSIVE! D | Nest Solar Lantern. Hang the colorful lantern or a group of them from

your trees, patio awning or on a shepherd's hook to brighten up your outdoor living area. With their
vibrant color and warm-white micro LEDs, they look great during the day and while illuminated at night.
The rattan lantern has a steel frame and protective UV coating for outdoor use. Includes Solar 600mAh
Ni-Mh rechargeable battery. 6½"Dia. Specify blue, lime green, or teal.
569574 - $19.99
Teal

EXCLUSIVE! E | Eucalyptus Sideboard Table. Ideal as a buffet server for food and drinks or as a

Espresso
Driftwood
Grey

decorative piece for a lamp or ﬂowers, it features a top table surface and open middle shelf with inside
storage hidden behind 2 front doors. Carved detailing on the sides of the open middle shelf adds interest.
42"W x 14"D x 32"H. Assembly required. Specify driftwood grey, espresso, or natural. See left for colors.
488662 - $259.99 E
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SUNBRELLA.

®

OUR BEST UNDER
& 23 styles
THE SUN! 21 colorsMade
in the

Patio Seat
(Box)

Lumbar

Bench
Throw

Patio Seat (Knife Edge)

Bolster

Deep Seat Ottoman

USA

Deep Seat
(Comfort)

Deep Seat (Box)

High Back

Hinged Seat

Sun
Lounger

Tuscan

Chaise

Aruba

Adirondack
Cushion

Dolce Mango Stripe

Gateway Mist Stripe
Deluxe Deep Seat
(Box)

Logo Red
Vellum

Pouf Ottomans*

OUTDOOR CUSHIONS,
PILLOWS, & OTTOMANS

Durable, fade resistant, made to last
Styles & sizes to ﬁt your outdoor furniture needs
Carousel Confetti Stripe

Cast Slate

Give your outdoor furniture a fresh new look with these Sunbrella cushions. Resistant
to chlorine, stains, mold, and mildew, they are made of fabric that’s woven from
solution-dyed acrylic; colors are locked in to withstand years of exposure to sun and
rain. To extend their life, we recommend storing your cushions when not in use.

Milano Char Stripe

Ginkgo
Pillows

Terra Cotta
Astoria Lagoon Stripe

Navy

Seat
Cushions

Teak

Spectrum Ruby

Bench
Cushions

Foster Metallic Stripe
Cyan Blue

Lounge
Cushions

Buttercup Yellow
Milano Cobalt Stripe

Pouf
Ottomans

Iris

Paciﬁc Blue

Item #

Description

Size

Price

425709

Throw Pillow

17"Sq.x6"

$34.99

425718

Throw Pillow

20"Sq.x6"

$39.99

425726

Lumbar Pillow

13"x20"x6"

$34.99

447935

Bolster Pillow

21"x7"Dia.

$34.99

425734

Patio Seat Cushion (Knife Edge) 17"x18½"x3"

$34.99

425742

Patio Seat Cushion (Knife Edge) 18"x19"x3"

$34.99

425759

Patio Seat Cushion (Knife Edge) 20"x18½"x3"

$39.99

425767

Patio Seat Cushion (Box)

17½"x17"x4"

$44.99

425776

Patio Seat Cushion (Box)

19"x18"x4"

$49.99

425784

Patio Seat Cushion (Box)

21"x19"x4"

425792

High-Back Seat Cushion (Box)

45"x21½"x4"

425800

Hinged Seat Cushion (Box)

40"x20"x4"

$99.99
$89.99

$59.99
$119.99

447943

Adirondack Cushion

47"x22"x3"

425818

Bench Cushion (Box)

18"x48"x4"

$99.99

425826

Bench Cushion (Box)

18"x54"x4"

$109.99

425834

Chaise Cushion (Box Edge)

72"x21"x4"

$179.99

425842

Sun Lounger Cushion (Box Edge)

76"x23½"x4"

$179.99

507202

Deep Seat Ottoman Cushion

22"x28"x5"

Deep Seat Cushion Set (Box Edge)

17"x24"x5½" back,
24"x24"x5½" seat

$149.99

425869

Deep Seat Cushion Set (Comfort)

17"x24"x5½" back,
24"x24"x5½" seat

$149.99

552126

Deluxe Deep Seat Cushion Set
(Box Edge)

26"x19"x5½" back,
26"x26"x6" seat

$199.99

448459

Round Pouf Ottoman

22"Dia. x17"

$169.99

448467

Square Pouf Ottoman

22"Sq. x17"

$169.99

425850

*Pouf Ottomans - Allow up to 2 weeks for delivery.

$99.99

Wrote the copy.
Get everything you need to create a resort-like outdoor
space! Sunbrella® cushions come in 21 colors and 23
styles. Create privacy with outdoor curtains; choose from
12 solids and 5 stripes. Escape the heat with a Sunbrella®
umbrella. They come in 4 sizes, 12 colors, and 2 ﬁnishes.

580624 - Port RoyalBorder (See pg. 10.)

OUTDOOR CURTAINS 12 SOLIDS & 5 STRIPES
Sunbrella® Outdoor Curtains. Premium Sunbrella outdoor panels refresh any outdoor space while adding welcome privacy. Featuring
8 stainless steel grommets, they are ideal for porches, decks, pagodas, balconies, and more. Available in 12 solid colors and 5 stripes (see
colors at far left). Curtains are made of fabric that resists fading, mold, and mildew. Use them with our Outdoor Curtain Rod System and
Curtain Rods (see pg. 6). Specify aruba, paciﬁc blue, buttercup yellow, vellum, teak, camel, cast slate, cyan blue, tuscan orange, ginkgo, logo
red, terra cotta, dolce mango stripe, foster metallic stripe, milano char stripe, astoria lagoon stripe, and milano cobalt stripe.

Curtain Panels

Item #

Price

50"W x 84"L

474188

$99.99

50"W x 96"L

474196

$119.99

50"W x 108"L

474204

$129.99

(Specify color.)

SUNBRELLA UMBRELLAS IN 4 SIZES, 12 COLORS, & 2 FINISHES
Sunbrella Umbrellas
(Specify color & ﬁnish.)

Bronze
Frame

White
Frame

Price

6' Sunbrella Umbrella

474145

509559

$199.99

7½' Sunbrella Umbrella

474153

509567

Replacement
Canopy

Item #

Price

6' Sunbrella Canopy

474103

$149.99

$259.99

7½' Sunbrella Canopy

474112

$179.99

(Specify color.)

9' Sunbrella Umbrella

474161

509575

$299.99

9' Sunbrella Canopy

474129

$199.99

11' Sunbrella Umbrella

474179

509584

$359.99

11' Sunbrella Canopy

474137

$259.99

Buttercup
Yellow

Camel

Tuscan
Orange

Teal

Ginkgo

Logo Red

Paciﬁc Blue

These Deluxe Umbrellas feature Sunbrella fabric and are available
in 4 different sizes. The 6', 7½', and 9' Umbrellas include an auto-tilt
feature and have a 1½"Dia. pole; The 11' Umbrella does not tilt and
has a 1¾"Dia. pole. Umbrellas are made
of fabric that's woven from
Teal
solution-dyed acrylic and resists fading, mold, and mildew. Each also
has a powder-coated aluminum frame with a bronze or white ﬁnish.
Assembly required. Specify canopy color and frame ﬁnish when ordering.

Cyan Blue

Terra Cotta

Cast Slate

Navy

Aruba
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A

D

B

WATCH IT!
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E

Wrote the copy.
Blue
Aqua

H2GO™ Me
Waterproof Bluetooth®
Speaker conveniently
keeps your towel
attached to your chair.

C

F

A | Floating Pool Chair. It is the coolest seat in the water. It’s like an easy chair for your
pool, complete with wide armrests and an inﬂatable backrest. Nylon-covered U-seat holds
you securely as you read, chat with friends, or just drift lazily through the water. Durable
PVC construction; UV protected. Cup holder in each armrest. 32"L x 22"W.
352576 - $29.99
B | Aquaria Saddle Seat Pool Float Take a seat and enjoy a refreshing bob in the water
on this clever pool chair. Use it to sit poolside or fold and carry your towel and sunscreen with
you! Features Color Fusion Technology that permeates the entire ﬂoat with rich color and
withstands sunlight, pool chemicals, and salt water. Holds up to 250 lbs. Specify aqua or blue.
575518 - $34.99

WATCH IT!

improvementscatalog.com

NEW! E | H2GO™ Me Waterproof Bluetooth® Speaker. This IPX6 rated speaker is designed
for enjoying music while outdoors without having to use headphones by offering a unique,
low dual speaker design that you can rest your head on while lounging. Pair a single speaker
C | Large Sunsoft™ Pool Noodles. Just imagine…pool noodles you can customize! These alone or sync two together to a single mobile device to stream music. 14"W x 2"D x 1½"H.
inﬂatable pool noodles can be adjusted by inﬂating them to your comfort level. They can be Specify aqua, coral, or lime green. See more details online.
just as easily deﬂated for storage and to pack away in your pool bag. The outside material is 570481 - $84.99
made of heavy-duty denier fabric and provides an easy-care, low-maintenance pool noodle
NEW! F | H2GO™ 360 Waterproof Bluetooth® Speaker. The 50W
that won’t disintegrate over time. And the color’s designed to last in the sun. 7"Dia. x 56"L.
H2GO™ 360 Waterproof Bluetooth® Speaker has a giant bass
Specify red, blue, lime, or orange (not shown).
that makes it the ultimate indoor and outdoor waterproof,
561669 - $29.99
shockproof, and dustproof speaker. The speaker has an
EXCLUSIVE! D | Portable H2GO™ Bluetooth® Waterproof Speaker. Take your
IPX67 rating and can be submerged for up to 30 minutes at
music with you in a big way with this compact, yet powerful Bluetooth speaker. Whether a depth of 1 meter. Comes with four 2-inch active speakers
you’re biking, hiking, or enjoying water activities, you can listen to your favorite tunes
spaced evenly around the circumference of the system
without worrying about your speaker getting wet. Its waterproof IPX6 rating means you
and one 4-inch passive radiator on top for a big, deep bass
can ﬂoat it in your swimming pool or bath and enjoy your music with ease. A receiver
with 360 degrees of sound; sync more than one speaker together for
and microphone are built-in, so you can answer your calls without accessing your phone. an even greater sound. Also has a 360-degree LED lamp light design
Comes with a mesh storage bag, bike mount, carabineer, suction cup mount, USB power
with 3 brightness levels. Includes a rechargeable Lithium-ion battery for
cord, and an AUX cord. Specify red, black, green, or blue. Imported.
up to 50+ hours of battery life, micro USB cord, speaker ﬂoat, and waterproof ﬂoating
563075 - $39.99
phone holder. 7½"W x 7½"D x 7"H. See more details online.
570499 - $199.99
30 | IMPROVEMENTSCATALOG.COM 800.642.2112
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SUNBRELLA.

®

FOR FUN IN THE SUN!

G - Double Pool Floats
H - Poolside Cushions

NEW! G | Sunbrella® Double Pool Float. Soak up the
rays and relax in the pool with your favorite companion
or really stretch out and get comfortable on the Sunbrella
Double Pool Float, a pool lounger built for two. This is the
perfect ﬂoat for enjoying a summer day at the beach or by
the pool. Includes grommets in the corners that allow you to
tie together multiple ﬂoats or the beverage pool ﬂoat. Specify
Aruba with Carousel Confetti or Logo Red with Dolce Mango.
590669 - $199.99

H - Poolside Cushions
J - Pouf Ottomans

NEW! H | Sunbrella® Poolside Cushion. Grab a spot
by the pool and sit comfortably while your feet dangle in
the water. With its convenient handle, you can easily take
it with you to the beach or pool. Toss it in the backyard for
additional seating or take it to the park for a picnic seat too!
Specify Aruba, Logo Red, Carousel Confetti, or Dolce Mango.
590519 - $99.99
J | Sunbrella® Pouf Ottomans. Made of thick, ﬁrm foam
covered in premium Sunbrella® solution-dyed acrylic fabric
with matching welt trim and a vinyl mesh bottom. These
large poufs are ideal as comfy footrests and can also double
as handy tables. Breathable design is resistant to water,
stains, mold and mildew. Easy to move anywhere outdoors
or in. Each is 17"H. Made in USA. Available in 21 colors
and patterns. See pg. 28 for selection. Allow up to 2 weeks
for delivery.
448459 - 22" Round $169.99
448467 - 22" Square $169.99

NEW! K | Sunbrella® Pool Beverage Float Enjoy a cool
beverage while relaxing in the pool with this convenient pool
ﬂoat. It has 4 cup holders and a larger center opening to hold
ice, more beverages, snacks, a waterproof speaker, or anything
else you'll want while relaxing in the sun. This is a must-have
guest at your next pool party! Includes grommets in the
corners that allow you to tether it to your pool ﬂoat.
Specify Aruba or Logo Red.
590527 - $99.99

H
K

A - Raft Caddy
B - Ultimate Raft Caddy

EXCLUSIVE! A | Raft Resin Wicker Caddy.

Made of espresso resin wicker on a weather- and rustresistant powder-coated metal frame, it’s durably crafted
to withstand the elements. It also resists the growth of
mold and mildew. Assembly is required and hardware is
included. Includes 3 wide slots to keep your favorite ﬂoats
neatly stored. 35"Sq. x 29¼"H.
455224 - $159.99 E

EXCLUSIVE! B | Ultimate Resin Wicker Raft Caddy.

Organize rafts, ﬂoats, and noodles in strong and sturdy
style with our portable resin wicker raft caddy. Four wheels
allow you to roll the caddy right up to the side of pool
and 2 locking wheels keep it stationary on windy days.
Constructed of durable and lightweight resin wicker with
a metal frame and featuring a towel bar and handy front
compartment for small pool toys. Espresso ﬁnish. 42½"W
x 35"D x 36½"H. Assembly required.
529617 - $199.99 ($5) E

C | 124 Gallon Deck Box. Ideal for storing outdoor
cushions, pillows, and patio accessories, these durably
constructed, weather-resistant deck boxes feature a
contemporary design that adds style and harmony to your
patio or deck. No-tool assembly is required.
498085 - $179.99 ($15) E

C

EXCLUSIVE! D | Outdoor Resin Wicker Trash Can.
Has 4 casters to help it roll; 2 lock to keep it in place. It's
great for holding your dirty towels, bathing suits, and
more. It can also be used as a trash can to conveniently
dispose of any paper and plastic plates, cups, serving
containers, and more. 17"Sq. x 40"H.
505427 - $199.99 $189.95 ($5) E

NEW! E | Oscillating Outdoor Misting Fan. Ideal for

large gatherings, the adjustable design of the fan/mister
allows you to select the right height and angle so that air
can efﬁciently circulate throughout your deck, patio, or
porch. Features an 18" oscillating fan head, push button
controls, 3 speeds, pull chain, and integrated knob for
controlling the oscillation and tilt. Auto shut-off at the ﬁrst
sign of a potential leak. Compatible with a standard ¾"
garden hose. Rust-resistant bronze colored steel. All metal
blades and stand. ETL-Listed 7' Cord with GFCI 3-prong
plug. 16½"W x 20¼"D x 44-56"H. Assembly required.
575318 - $199.99

D

Wrote the copy.

E

D

SALE!

EXCLUSIVE!
Freestanding Towel Bar.
Has 8 rungs to hold your
towels, plus a handy basket
on top. Steel base for
stability. 25"Dia. x 56"H.
455208 - $99.99

H

F

WARM YOUR POOL
WITH THE SUN'S ENERGY.
G
XX Large Bin

EXCLUSIVE! H | Rolling Storage Bins. Quick and attractive ways to tidy up your pool
area. Keep swim goggles, beach balls, and other swim toys out from underfoot and right
where you can ﬁnd them. Sturdy PVC and nylon mesh bins include casters (2 locking) for
easy rolling. XX-Large Bin has 3 casters on one end for lift-and-go portability. All with
outside pockets for small items. Simple assembly required.
417244 - Standard (18"Sq. x 21"H) $24.99
417227 - Large (24"Sq. x 38"H) $39.99
455102 - X Large (36"W x 24"D x 36"H) $49.99
455119 - XX Large (48"W x 30"D x 34"H) $69.99
EXCLUSIVE! Rolling Storage Bin with Top Shelf. The perfect place to store all your
pool accessories. Our convenient rolling bin stores pool noodles on the top and beach balls,
rafts, and more on the bottom. Four wheels (2 locking) let you roll it around to collect all
your pool toys after a day of fun in the sun. 36"W x 24"D x 48"H; pool noodle shelf is 14"W.
Assembly required.
561935 - $59.99
EXCLUSIVE! Rolling Storage Bin – 42"W. Ideal for beach balls, inner tubes, safety vests,
and boogie boards. It’s made with extra reinforcement plus it’s not as high so kids have an
easier time getting their toys out. Made of sturdy PVC and nylon mesh with 2 casters and
2 locking wheels. 42"W x 24"D x 26"H.
563009 - $59.99
EXCLUSIVE! Pool Noodle Organizer. This organizer bin on wheels was designed with
your pool noodles and other larger pool toys in mind. It is tall enough to securely hold
each noodle, but an opening at the top makes it easy for kids to grab them on their own.
Features 2 locking wheels and pockets on all 4 sides for sun accessories like snorkel sets,
goggles, and smaller rafts. White PVC and blue mesh sides. 24"Sq. x 48"H.
510643 - $49.99

F | Pool Heating Mat. These Noair™ Heat Squares trap and retain the sun’s powerful
thermal energy and help increase and maintain your pool’s water temperature. The
durable, heavy-duty vinyl covers’ closed cell foam provides unsinkable buoyancy and
the No Lift Lip technology keeps the cover anchored to the water surface in windy
conditions. These heat squares also reduce water evaporation and pool chemical loss
and they’re easy to remove and store when not in use. Can be used on inground or
above ground pools and spas. For peak heat retention, cover at least 50% of pool’s
surface. 54"Sq. For number of mats needed per pool, see online.
571817 - $39.99 Buy 2 or more, $34.99 ea.

Standard

Large

X Large

XX Large

NEW & EXCLUSIVE! G | Lifesaver Wood Poolside Chair Kick back and relax with

a tall poolside chair featuring a built-in umbrella and cup holder. Attractive color ﬁnish,
sturdy hardwood frame, and fade-resistant paint. You're just one step away from getting
to your perch and enjoying the view! Solid Wood. Fade-resistant paint. 56½"W x 24½"D x
30½"H. Assembly required. Specify white or blue.
575209 - $199.99
(Umbrella sold separately. See pg. 17)
Blue

Bin with Top Shelf

42" Bin

Noodle Organizer
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WATER GUARD
MATS ABSORB AN

GO AHEAD &
MAKE A SPLASH!

ENTIRE GALLON
OF WATER PER
SQUARE YARD!

Wrote the headline.

Crafted of carpet-like polypropylene
for use indoors or out, the Water Guard
Mat is thin enough so that most doors
will glide right over it, yet tough enough
to shrug off the effects of wet footwear
and dirty paws. The unique ridged
construction traps dirt and absorbs
moisture while the slip-resistant rubber
backing keeps the mat in place without
curling. The premium 24-oz. fabric face
will not crush, fade, mold, mildew, or
rot. Choose from 7 attractive patterns,
all available in 14 fashionable colors.
Surface clean with a stiff brush, vacuum,
or hose as needed. Specify color as
shown. Due to pattern variation,
dimensions may vary slightly. Additional
patterns available online.

Gold in
EXCLUSIVE! Phoenix Scroll Pattern

Bluestone in
EXCLUSIVE! Lattice Pattern

Medium Gray in
EXCLUSIVE! Casablanca Scroll Pattern

45"x69" in Medium Blue
EXCLUSIVE! Argyle & Vine Pattern

WATCH IT!

Made in the
“They absorb
USA
moisture, look good,
★ ★★
stay put, and are
easy to vacuum.”
Size

improvementscatalog.com

EXCLUSIVE!
Lattice

EXCLUSIVE!
Phoenix

EXCLUSIVE!
Casablanca
Scroll

EXCLUSIVE!
Argyle &
Vine

EXCLUSIVE!
Gems

Square*

Diamond*

Price

567393
567401
567419
567427
567435
567452
567444
567469
NA

566182
563801
563819
563827
563835
563852
563844
NA
NA

477411
477429
477437
477445
477454
477462
477601
477479
477487

NA
470118
470126
470134
499254
470159
470167
NA
NA

578352
578336
578369
578377
NA
578394
578402
578419
578386

349894
349886
349877
400975
434919
434737
456037
375979
434745

349902
349919
349927
400983
434901
434704
456029
434729
434712

$29.99
$39.99
$99.99
$159.99
$59.99
$179.99
$79.99
$59.99
$29.99

18" x 27"
23" x 35"
35" x 59"
45" x 69"
24" x 39" Half Round
35" x 95" Runner
22" x 58" Runner
Set/4 Stair Treads
15" x 36" Boot Tray

(*See patterns online.)

Medium Brown in
EXCLUSIVE! Gems Pattern

Gold

Red/Black

Navy

Red

Evergreen

Dark Brown

Medium Blue

Charcoal

Bordeaux

Bluestone

Khaki

Light Green

(*See patterns online.)

A | Laurel Ridge Resin Wicker
Arm Chair. Add some vintagelooking ﬂair to your outdoor
porch or veranda with these
bright, colorful resin wicker
arm chairs. Constructed with a
metal frame and hand woven
resin, these chairs have lovely
details that include a barrel
back design with rolled arms,
rounded seats, a comfortable
open ﬂat weave, and a front
apron. They’re weather
resistant, UV treated against
fading, and arrive fully assembled. You can even stack them
for easy storage. 24½"W x 28"D x 33"H. Specify color.
528045 - $129.99 ($15)

A - Wicker Chair
B - Umbrella
C - Umbrella Table

SALE!

5995

$

UMBRELLA

Honey

Stark White Lime Green

Turquoise
Blue

SALE! B | 9' Wood Market Umbrella. The best value

under the sun! Strong hardwood pole (1½"Dia.) and ribs in
a medium brown ﬁnish support a durable canopy of spun
polyester, vented to increase stability in windy conditions.
Pulley-and-pin system with stainless steel couplings for
easy opening and closing. For residential use only. Simple
assembly required. Specify color.
391402 - $69.99 $59.95
Natural

Paciﬁc Blue

Yellow

Red

Hunter Green

EXCLUSIVE! C | Eucalyptus Umbrella Table. The perfect
sidekick. Use it by a chaise or chair to provide shade and a
resting spot for snacks. Eucalyptus; 24"Sq. x 16"H. Assembly
required. Specify espresso or natural (see online).
392267 - $99.99

D | Umbrella Base. Secure your patio umbrella with this
decorative umbrella base in an oil-rubbed bronze tone ﬁnish
featuring a classic raised scroll design with beveled edge.
Includes 2 tension lock screws to secure your umbrella in
place. Simple assembly required.
575019 - Cambrian (19"Dia. x 12"H) $49.99 E
Includes a removable pole size adapter that accommodates
3 different size umbrella poles.
447477 - Shell (18"Dia. x 12"H) $49.99 E

ENJOY THE
FRESH AIR IN
STYLISH
COMFORT

C - Umbrella Table
D - Umbrella Base

Shell

D
Espresso

Cambrian
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GET SPECIAL SAVINGS

ALL FOR A $30
MEMBERSHIP FEE

THESE GREAT BENEFITS ADD UP TO A
RETAIL VALUE OF AT LEAST $34.95!

ORDER ANYTIME! 24 HOURS
A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK

CALL: 1-800-642-2112
ONLINE: ImprovementsCatalog.com
FAX: Download and print an order form:
ImprovementsCatalog.com/orderform
and fax it to 1-888-368-2255
ORDER QUESTIONS: Contact
Customer Service at 1-800-642-2112
between 8 a.m. and 12 a.m., 7 days a
week; or email us at:
custserv@ImprovementsCatalog.com.

• FREE regular shipping* of today’s order (a minimum
$4.95 value)
• TWO savings coupons, each good for $15 off future
Improvements® orders
• Advance notice of select email promotions (if you provide us
with your email address)
• PLUS, an exclusive toll-free hotline for priority ordering and
customer service!
• MEMBERS-ONLY PRICING: SAVE 10% wherever you see this
symbol:
now through June 28, 2018!
To order, ask for #431855
Your membership takes effect as soon as we receive your order; your Improvements® Buyer’s
Club membership kit will arrive in your Improvements® package. The beneﬁts of your Buyer's Club
membership can only be used for your own purchases, and not for purchases on anyone else’s behalf
or for placing orders for large volume or commercial use. If you have any questions concerning your
membership, please call us at the number in your membership kit. If, during the ﬁrst 30 days after you
receive your membership kit, you decide to cancel, call 1-800-642-2112 and you may cancel your
membership in accordance with the terms and conditions of the Improvements® Buyer’s Club. If you
want to order again before your membership kit arrives, please call and tell us you are a new member.
Improvements® Buyer’s Club is a service provided by HSN Catalog Services, Inc. Improvements® Buyer’s
Club may modify any part of the service at any time and without prior notice.
*Member is responsible for additional shipping and processing charges for heavyweight items, expedited
shipping, drop shipping or deliveries outside the lower 48 contiguous United States.

APPLY FOR THE IMPROVEMENTS®
CREDIT CARD.*

As a cardholder, you’ll receive these
exclusive cardholder beneﬁts.**
FREE RETURNS Just use the supplied
return label to return any purchase
you made with the Improvements®
credit card
SPECIAL FINANCING If paid in full within 6 months on
orders greater than $199***
ONLINE ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT Visit comenity.net/
improvements to view your account or pay
your bill online.
AND OTHER EXCLUSIVE OFFERS!
CALL (800) 642-2112 OR VISIT
WWW.IMPROVEMENTSCATALOG.COM/CREDITAPP.
®

* Subject to credit approval. Comenity Capital Bank issues Improvements
Credit Card Accounts.
** Cardholder beneﬁts are provided by IMPROVEMENTS® and may change
at any time.
*** Special Financing available with Improvements® Credit Card Accounts
offered by Comenity Capital Bank which determines qualiﬁcation for credit and
promotional eligibility. Minimum purchase and minimum monthly payments
are required.

PRICES & AVAILABILITY: Prices
shown and availability are subject
to change without notice. If prices
should change, we will process
your order and notify you of
any difference. We cannot be
responsible for typographical errors.
Some quantities limited. Free &
bonus offers valid while supplies last.

WORLDWIDE SHIPPING: Contact
Customer Service to check on
delivery availability and additional
charges that may apply.
APO/FPO: Standard ground delivery
to an APO/FPO box is provided by
the USPS. Restrictions apply.

WARRANTY INFORMATION: If
you have questions about mfr.
warranties, or would like a copy of a
speciﬁc mfr.’s warranty, call 1-800642-2112, or write to Improvements
Customer Service, 5566 West
Chester Rd., West Chester, OH
PERSONALIZED ITEMS AND FOOD 45069-2914.
PRODUCTS: Cannot be returned.
SHIPPING & PROCESSING
MAILING PREFERENCE SERVICE: CHARGE PER SHIPPING ADDRESS:
We occasionally make our
If MERCH. TOTAL is:
ADD:
customer list and purchase
$24.99 or less
$4.95
information (but not your email
address, phone number, or credit
$25.00-$49.99
$9.95
card info) available to other high$50.00-$99.99
$14.95
quality retailers whose offerings
$100.00-$149.99
$19.95
may be of interest to you. If you
$150.00-$199.99
$24.95
would prefer not to receive these
$29.95
postal mailings, please let us know. $200.00-$299.99
$300.00 or more
10% of
Our entire Privacy Policy can be
merchandise
found online at
ImprovementsCatalog.com/fullprivacy/content

DELIVERY INFORMATION:
STANDARD DELIVERY: We
ship via UPS Ground or USPS.
FOB Shipping Point.

total
Shipping charges are based on advertised
prices before any discounts, and are
subject to change without notice.

EXTRA SHIPPING: Amount in
parentheses following item's price

EXPRESS TWO-DAY SERVICE:
Place your order by 4:00 p.m. ET
and it will be delivered within two
business days! Order Monday,
get it Wednesday! Add $14.99 to
the regular Shipping Charge for
delivery in continental U.S.

AK, HI, & PR RESIDENTS: Add $25.99
(2-Day Delivery)

NEXT-BUSINESS-DAY DELIVERY
SERVICE:
In continental U.S., add $24.99 to
the regular Shipping Charge. Street
address and zip code required; not
for delivery to a P.O. Box or RFD
address. Certain items cannot be
shipped by air.

FOR DELIVERY TO OHIO: Add sales tax
(5.75% + your applicable local tax rate)
computed on the “Subtotal”

Orders over 25 lbs. require an
additional charge for Express
Delivery (2-Day or Next Day).
Call for details.

OKLAHOMA requires the purchaser
of tangible goods to ﬁle a sales or
use tax return when the retailer does
not collect sales tax.

FOR DELIVERY TO ARIZONA: Add sales
tax (5.6% + your applicable county and local
tax rate) computed on the “Merchandise
Total”

FOR DELIVERY TO FLORIDA: Add sales tax
(6% + your applicable county and local tax
rate) computed on the “Subtotal”

E Denotes items weighing
over 25 lbs.

The simple gift
giving solution.
We can send it directly to the
recipient, or we can send it to you
so you can present it personally.
We’ll include our latest catalog.
Call us at 1-800-642-2112 or
purchase online at
ImprovementsCatalog.com.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEE
At Improvements, we’re committed to providing products that perform as promised.
If you’re not happy with your purchase for any reason, let us know and we’ll make it
right. Simply return it within 90 days and we’ll gladly replace it (provided the product is
in stock) or refund your money (excluding S&H). The choice is yours. In addition, for up
to a year from the date of purchase, you can exchange any item for the same product
(provided it is in stock) or for a merchandise credit in the form of a gift certiﬁcate.
Please note: Holiday merchandise returns will not be accepted after 30 days from the
date of shipment. Any products that are monogrammed, customized, or made-toorder cannot be returned or exchanged unless damaged or defective.
"Improvements" is a trademark of HSN Improvements, LLC

A - Pet Gate
B - Pet Bed

Green/Brown

“Love, love, love
this dog bed!”
A

EXCLUSIVE! A | Sliding Indoor/Outdoor Eucalyptus Pet Gate. Durable hardwood

C

EXCLUSIVE! C | Bailey
Outdoor Dog Bed.
This stylish dog bed is perfect
for small and medium-sized
dogs. Includes a removable
cushion with removable cover
(spot clean). Place it outdoors
on your patio or deck. Or use
it indoors in your bedroom,
family room or living room.
Your pooch will love having a
space to call their own! Iron,
Polyethylene. 21"L x 28"W x
19"H. Assembly required.
559242 - $129.99 E

gate helps keep your pup safe on porch or deck. Great for indoor use, too. Adjusts from
32" to 83" wide; extended feet help hold it steady. 30"H with 2" space between rails.
Assembly required. Specify walnut or natural.
513117 - $129.99 ($5)

Wrote the copy.

EXCLUSIVE! B | Elevated Dog Bed. Powder-coated steel frame snaps together easily.

EXCLUSIVE! D | Bailey

Medium (not including legs) is 35½" x 25"; large is 43½" x 32". Assembly required. Add
a shade to keep your pet cool or one of our Canopies for a little extra protection. Sturdy
steel supports clamp easily to the legs of our dog bed; no tools needed. Assembly required.
Specify color/print as shown (more colors available online). Extra covers and canopies sold
separately; see our website.
379879 - Medium Dog Bed $29.99
382977 - Medium Dog Bed with Shade & Cover $54.99
512155 - Medium Dog Bed & Canopy $69.99
379888 - Large Dog Bed $34.99
382988 - Large Dog Bed & Shade $59.99
Tan/Brown
Green/Brown
512165 - Large Dog Bed & Canopy $79.99

Pet Crate. The ease of a pet
crate, the beauty of resin
wicker furniture, all wrapped
up in one handsome piece
that lets your dog hang out
or sleep in style, indoors and
out. The overhead storage
tray can be used to store toys,
leashes, treats, and more. Iron,
Polyethylene. 30"L x 22"W x
331∕3"H. Assembly required.
559184 - $229.99

D

Wrote the copy.
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A
EXCLUSIVE!

A | Wood Lattice Air
Conditioner Screens.
Air conditioning is awesome; the
unit residing in your backyard
isn’t so pretty. These attractive
latticework, 3- and 4-panel wood
screens hide your unsightly air
conditioner as well as garbage
cans and anything else you’d like
to disguise with their tasteful
design. They even act as a
temporary divider in your outdoor
landscape to provide privacy.
Features hinged sides for easy
positioning. Includes hardware
and ground stakes. Now in 3 sizes
and 4 ﬁnishes. Assembly required.
Specify ﬁnish.
511153 - 3-Panel Screen
(31¾"W x 3/4"D x 38¼"H,
each panel) $139.99

60" H

3-Panel Screen in Brown

531846 - 3-Panel Screen
(31¾"W x 3/4"D x 60"H,
each panel) $199.99 E
531995 - 4-Panel Screen
(34½"W x 3/4"D x 60"H,
each panel) $279.99 E
(See online.)

38" H

Natural

WATCH IT!

Grey

improvementscatalog.com

White

EASY PRIVACY

B

SOLUTIONS
F

SALE!

8995

$

B

D

C

White Woven
Resin Screen

Brown Woven
Resin Screen

White Lattice
Resin Screen

E

Taupe Lattice
Resin Screen

EXCLUSIVE! F | Bronzed Metal Privacy Screen.
B-D | Resin Privacy Screens. Easy-to-install screens
never need painting, won’t rot or mildew. Connect several
in a row, or at almost any angle; powder-coated steel post
stakes included. Set includes four 23"W x 44"H panels, plus
5 connector posts. In 2 styles: woven look in brown or white;
lattice in white or taupe.
391277 - B I Woven Screen $99.99 $89.95 E
Specify brown or EXCLUSIVE! white.
271387 - C I White Lattice Screen $99.99 $89.95 E
316968 - D I EXCLUSIVE! Taupe Lattice Screen
$99.99 $89.95 E

Pound into
ground.

Slide
in post.

EXCLUSIVE! E | Metal Ground Stake. Heavy-duty
dart-design stakes are specially designed to hold the
steel posts of the resin privacy screens. Use up to 5
stakes with each screen.
423437 - $7.99

Beautifully crafted of stamped powder-coated steel with
traditional latticework design in a rich bronze-color ﬁnish.
4-panel screen can be used freestanding, staked into
ground (10" stakes included), or mounted to concrete or
wood (hardware not included). Hinges included to add
additional screens.
340445 - 23"W x 42"H $149.99 ($5) E
340437 - 30"W x 52"H $199.99 ($15) E

3 LEAF
CHOICES:

G

NATURE-INSPIRED
SCREENS available in 2 heights
Faux Ivy: rich green
leaves

Pothos: shade fabric
backing for privacy

Double Leaves:
attractive on
both sides

G | Artiﬁcial Greenery Privacy Screens. It’s like having a
thick evergreen hedge without the upkeep! Made of synthetic
leaves twined around sturdy plastic netting, these realistic
screens attach easily to most outdoor structures; ideal for
covering chain link fences. (Mounting supplies not included.)
Each is 9'9" wide; simply roll up for storage.
Faux Ivy: twining vines with rich green leaves.
363876 - 39"H $59.99
363884 - 58"H $79.99
Faux Pothos: large layered leaves with shade
fabric backing for extra privacy.
414717 - 58"H $89.99
Faux Double Leaves: two-sided design looks
attractive from both sides.
414734 - 39"H $69.99
414726 - 58"H $89.99

G

H

39"H
Faux Ivy

NEW! H | Reversible Outdoor Privacy Screen.
This sturdy outdoor privacy screen has the
look of woven wicker on one side and wood
on the other. Crafted of molded resin, it's
weather-resistant so that you may leave it
out all year to add privacy or hide trashcans,
an air conditioning unit, and more. Hinged
panels allow you to conﬁgure the outdoor
privacy screen in a variety of ways, using the
clips on the side. Stakes included. 36¼"W
x 1¾"D x 48"H. Simply assembly required.
Made in USA.
573998 - $99.99

Made in the

USA

J

Reverse Side

Wrote the copy.

EXCLUSIVE! J | 4 Panel Wood Privacy Screen-72".
Use this durable, weather-resistant eucalyptus screen to add
privacy on your patio or hide an unsightly area. Can be set up in 3
ways: freestanding, staked into ground, or mounted to concrete or
wood. Includes 8" stakes and hinges to add additional panels. Each
measures 23" W x 72" H. Specify natural, espresso, or driftwood grey.
572957 - 4 Panel Screen $379.99 E
572974 - Transition Screen, Set of 2 $219.99 E
488561 - Single Panel $129.99

Natural

Espresso

Driftwood
Grey
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AVAILABLE IN

A - Bridge
B - Post Cap Lights

D

2 SIZES,
5' & 7'

E - Bridge
F - Cap lights

C

E

6' Bridge

AVAILABLE IN

2 SIZES,

Leaves

4' & 6'

EXCLUSIVE! A | Wood Garden Bridge. Sure to be the centerpiece of your landscape this
traditional design has 3 posts on each side joined by arched rails. Includes wood planks and
posts, all precision-cut, sanded and pre-drilled for easy assembly. Each post has a removable
plug that allows for solar lights (sold separately). Hardware included. The bridge is unﬁnished
but can be stained or painted.
573332 - 5' Bridge (60½"L x 26¼"W x 18"H) $159.99 E
573366 - 7' Bridge (89¾"L x 28¾"W x 22"H) $259.99 E

Wrote the copy.

EXCLUSIVE! B | Garden Bridge Solar Post Cap Lights, Set of 6. Don’t let your garden
bridge get lost in the dark. This set of 6 garden lights ﬁt perfectly into our 5' and 7' Wood
Garden Bridges (#573332 & #573366) and help shine a little light on your garden pathway.
The garden lights are solar-powered or battery-operated, so they can light the night even if
you had a rainy day. Simply replace with the wooden post caps that come standard with the
Garden Bridges as needed. Lights are each 3”Dia. x 3¾”H.
569365 - $19.99

NEW! D | 5' Metal Garden Bridge. The intricate lattice design and durability of this
100% iron garden bridge make it a functional yet decorative focal point of your garden
or yard. With its unique styling, taller rails and ability to hold up to 250 lbs., this outdoor
bridge sets an inviting path to anywhere you want to go. Additionally, the antique
bronze ﬁnish really allows the colors of summer's green grass and ﬂowers to pop.
33"W x 60"L x 36"H. Assembly required.
573157 - $269.99 E
EXCLUSIVE! E | Decorative Splash Block. Rainwater pouring out of your
downspouts can wear down soil and cause moisture problems around your
foundation. Position one of our unique splash blocks under your downspout and
safely direct water away from your house. Each is cast from a hand-sculpted design
in durable and weather-resistant resin with ﬁberglass. Leaves: 24"L x 9½"W x 3½"H;
Rocky Stream: 24"L x 11"W x 3½"H; or Turtle: 24¼"L x 9¾"W x 4"H. Specify style.
410664 - $39.99

C | Chestwick Metal Garden Bridges. Cross over your creek in splendid style or just add
an interesting focal point to your yard with this black powder-coated steel garden bridge.
This beautiful arched bridge has 2 side railings accented with a repeating loop pattern and
ﬁnials. The 4' bridge supports 450 lbs., and the 6' bridge supports 500 lbs. Weather-resistant.
Assembly required (includes hardware). E
488429 - 4' Bridge (48"L x 27"W x 20"H) $259.99
488437 - 6' Bridge (72"L x 27"W x 20"H) $399.99 ($10)
Turtle
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Rocky Stream

F

J

WATCH IT!

WATCH IT!
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K

G

WATCH IT!
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NEW! F | 3 Tiered Rock Fountain With Lights.
Create a Zen garden or bring the look of nature indoors
with this tranquil fountain. With beautiful lifelike stones,
it creates a focal point in your garden. Continuous water
movement prevents mosquitos from laying eggs. Weatherresistant. White LED lights on second and third tiers. UL
Listed. 20½"W x 14½"D x 13"H. Assembly required.
573107 - $249.99

H

NEW! J | Column Shaped Outdoor Fountain

With Light. Add some dimension to your backyard decor
with this stately outdoor fountain. The beautiful, deep
bronze color complements any decor. The white LED light
at the top center allows you to watch the water ﬂow over
the edge even at night. Made of coated ceramic material,
it is weather and fade resistant. UL Listed. Pump and 6-foot
cord included. 13"Sq. x 27½"H. Assembly required.
573257 - $249.99 E

NEW! G | 2 Tier Bird Bath Fountain. Enjoy the view of

your stone-look bird bath fountain day or night as it lights
up with warm white lights. Birds will enjoy the trickling
water and you will enjoy that the water movement keeps
insects at bay. Made of durable polyresin, it is weather
resistant. Fountain pump included. Electrical access is
required. 17"Dia. x 25"H. Assembly required.
573074 - $179.99

Made in the
White

WATCH IT!

improvementscatalog.com

USA
★ ★★

K | Artisan Outdoor Fountain. Water bubbles out of
the top of the ball and into the 2 bowls below, thanks
to the UL-listed pump that’s included. Use the nontoxic Fountain Fresh Water Clariﬁer (sold separately)
to prevent algae, green water, and surface stains. Made
of calcium carbonate/polyresin, this tiered fountain is
a neutral grey and comes with a 72" cord. Assembly
required. Imported. 23¼"Dia. x 31¾"H.
Teal
561543 - Fountain $189.99
561999 - Fountain Fresh
Water Clariﬁer
$24.99
392325 - Solar Pump $99.99

H | Solar Birdbath Fountain Converter. Did you know a
continuous ﬂow of water helps to prevent mosquitos from
laying eggs? Our solar fountain converter was designed
with that in mind. Easy to install, it converts any birdbath
into a fountain, while still keeping it friendly and inviting
for the birds. Features 2 fountain options: 360° spray and
bubbling brook. 9"Dia. x 2"H.
800.642.2112
561693 - $59.99
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EXCLUSIVE! A | Wood-Look Rubber Pathways. Inspired by a primitive rope bridge, this

rubber mat has the appearance of rough-hewn logs tied together with rope. Makes walking
easier (and cleaner) on dirt, gravel, or grass. Each straight section (you get 2) is 31¾"L x 18"W;
the curved section is 43"L x 18"W. Straight sections can be used alone or interlocked; the curved
section does not interlock. Hose clean. Imported.
423503 - Straight Pathway, Set of 2 $34.99

A

NEW! B | 2-In-1 Edison Outdoor Solar Pendant Light. Light up your landscape with an
antique copper outdoor solar LED lantern featuring a timeless Edison bulb design. Includes 4
amber LED lights and automatic on/off operation. Charge the solar lantern in direct sunlight for
7-8 hours and hang or stake it in the ground with the included shepherd's hook. Place it in your
garden, along a pathway, or hang it on your porch. Lantern: 85∕8"W x 85∕8"D x 8¼"H. Shepherd's
Hook: 31¼"H. Simple assembly required.
569507 - $19.99

set of 2

3499

$

B

ADD AN INSTANT
PATH TO KEEP
YOUR FEET DRY!
C

Cedar

D

NO HEAVY LIFTING
Easy installation–just
stake in place
Choose from
3 different colors.

Grey

Natural

Light Brown

NEW & EXCLUSIVE! C | Rubber Pebble Stepping Stones. Create a dazzling
walkway with the look of real stone in your garden or yard with these gorgeous,
metallic stepping stones. Made of 100% rubber, the stepping stones are weather
resistant and contain drainage holes to help avoid water pooling. They are the
perfect functional decor for any outdoor living space.
572949 - Round Stepping Stones, Set of 3 $39.99
573265 - Rectangular Walkway Mats, Set of 2 $39.99
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D | Faux Stone Landscape Edging-10'. Line your ﬂowerbeds or garden
with these authentic-looking stones. You get 10' of edging (approx. 14
stones) in your choice of 3 different realistic colors: grey, natural, or light
brown. Place them in a straight, curved, or circular pattern, depending on
your landscape design and personal taste. Each comes with a stake for
secure installation in the ground. Crushed stone and ﬁberglass. Each stone
is approx. 5½"W x 7½"L x 3"H. Assembly required. Specify color.
511087 - Set of Approx. 14 Stones $119.99
Walnut
Buy 2 or more sets, $99.98 ea.

Stake keeps
it in place

E
E

F

Copper

Brown

H

G

J

QUICK & EASY SET UP
Tiles snap together

E | Sudbury Rubber Round Stepping Tiles, Set of 3. Create some interest to your
landscaping or along a stone pathway with our 100% recycled rubber stepping tiles.
Their intricate, cut-out iron scroll design features a painted matte ﬁnish and accents
a well-tended garden or walkway perfectly. 12"Sq. x 1/2" thick. Specify brown, silver,
or copper.
573031 - Set of 3 $39.99

Brown

EXCLUSIVE! F | Addison Rubber Stepping Stone Tiles,
Set of 3. Add some interest to your landscaping or along a
stone pathway with our 100% recycled rubber “stepping tiles.”
Their intricate, cut-out iron scroll design features a painted
brown matte ﬁnish and nicely accents a well-tended garden
or walkway. Also handy when used under heavy-duty ceramic
ﬂower pots to protect the surface they sit on. 12"Sq. x 1/2"
thick. Specify brown or copper.
572932 - Set of 3 $39.99

Silver

Wrote the copy.

Copper

NEW & EXCLUSIVE! G | Frog Playing Guitar Garden Statue. Enjoy the sounds of summer
and get in tune with this fun-loving frog garden sculpture. Made of clay mould and sand cast in
aluminum, this powder-coated and hand-painted statue is weather and rust resistant. It’s the
perfect garden decor to invoke that carefree feeling of enjoying the outdoors. 8"W x 13"L x 11"H.
573472 - $99.99
NEW! H | Wood-Look Composite Deck Tiles Set of 10. Whether you want to create a
new patio, pathway, extend your deck, or build an outdoor dance ﬂoor, these are just what you
need. Made with WPC, they are durable and weather resistant. Their practical snap-together
design makes them easy and quick to set up. Plus, you get the versatility of being able to pick
up the tiles and rearrange them or store away for the off-season. Each tile is 12"Sq. x 1"H.
See chart online to determine how many tiles you will need for your project.
572636 - $79.99 Buy 2 or more sets, $74.99 ea.
NEW & EXCLUSIVE! J | Fairy Garden Statue with Solar Lantern. Will add a touch of

Brown

magic to your indoor or outdoor space. She's weather-resistant and hand-painted with a layer
of protective lacquer coating on top. Place our fairy where her lantern will receive 6-8 hours of
sun during the day and watch as 4 LEDs light up the night as the sun sets. The solar lantern is
removable and may be placed on a table, bookcase, or shelf. Includes 2 rechargeable AA NiMH
batteries and on/off switch. 10¼"W x 14"L x 21¼"H.
573567 - $139.99

Wrote the copy.

C

A

D

Monterey

3 cooling speeds
& wind modes
 Removable
water tank
 Programmable
timer


COOLoff

IN MINUTES

A | Evaporative Air Cooler. Don't let the heat get you down!
Cool off anytime with this more powerful portable air cooler.
Instead of just blowing hot air around, it uses patented cyclonic
cooling technology to provide refreshing breezes that can lower
the ambient temperature by as much as 20°. Just ﬁll the air
cooler with ordinary tap water and plug it in – no chemicals
or compressors required. Great for bedroom, family room,
kitchen, ofﬁce or any area up to 250 square feet, our portable
air cooler also features an oscillating fan head, 3 cooling speeds,
1.76-gallon removable water tank, and programmable timer. Heavy-duty
casters make it easy to move anywhere. Can be used in an outdoor covered
area if weather permits. 12¾"W x 11¼"D x 34½"H. ETL listed.
485095 - $199.99
B | Portable Evaporative Air Cooler
with Air Puriﬁer. Similar to item above
but can cool rooms up to 300 sq. ft.
includes 3 fan speeds, an oscillation
function, 10-hr. timer, and remote
control. 15"L x 12"W x 35½"H.
Specify red, black, or white.
488184 - $249.99 E

Black

White

B

Remote

C | 9' Fiberglass Umbrella. Enjoy cooling shade, even when it’s breezy! The 8 ﬁberglass ribs
and reinforced rib joints allow the frame to bend and twist without breaking apart. Durable spun
polyester canopy has an open chimney ﬂap to allow wind and heat to escape. With crank lift and
3-way push tilt. 1½" aluminum pole; PVC ﬁnial top. Umbrella base sold separately. Specify scuba
blue, pineapple yellow, Pompeii red, hunter green, or Atlantis blue. (See more colors online.)
415640 - $99.99
D | Shade Sails. No roof? No problem. Just suspend
these elegant, lightweight shade sails from trees, anchored
poles, or existing structures for an instant shady spot for
any outdoor living space. The heavy-duty fabric breathes
to allow circulation and prevents up to 90% UV rays.
The reinforced knitted polyethylene fabric is rot, shrink,
fade, and tear resistant and includes 15' of corner ropes
for easy installation to existing surfaces. Hardware hooks
for stabilizing are not included. Simply hose off to clean.
Available in Triangle or Square and two colors: Monterey or
Cabo Sand. Imported. Specify color.
533145 - 12" Triangle $39.99
533153 - 10" Square $49.99
(See additional styles online.)

E

WATCH IT!
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Cabo Sand

E | Wicker-Look Patio Umbrella
Base with Wheels. Four lowproﬁle caster wheels easily roll from
one location to another and all 4
lock in place for stability. Features
a woven pattern in a rich brown
ﬁnish that ﬂawlessly coordinates
with just about any canopy color or
pattern. Has interchangeable size
adapters and adjustable tightening
tension screws that provide superior
support. Constructed of durable
resin. 20¾"Dia. x 13¾"H; 55 lbs.
Assembly required. Imported.
531712 - $89.99 E

K

H

F

SALE!

IMPROVED WALK-THRU
SCREEN HAS A STRONGER
SEAL TO KEEP BUGS OUT!

WATCH IT!
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NEW! H | Adjustable Patio Umbrella

Screen with Insect Repellent. Keep
insects out! Fits over standard size outdoor
umbrellas and includes a full-length zipper
closure. Infused in the netting is the odorless
and invisible insect repellent, Permethrin, an
EPA registered insecticide. A water-ﬁllable
bottom tube secures the screen and a
cinched top adjuster changes the size of your
canopy. Polyester. 132"W x 84"D x 108"H.
Imported. Specify white or black (see online).
532879 - $49.99

G

J

USES BOTH LIGHT &
SOUND TO CHASE
ANIMALS AWAY

WATCH IT!
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SALE! F | Grommet-Top Mesh Curtain Panels with Insect Repellent.
Created of water-repellent polyester, these airy and lightweight curtain panels are
infused with an odorless insect repellent, Permethrin, designed to enhance outdoor
enjoyment. Stainless steel-plated grommets make it easy to hang the mesh curtain
panels on a decorative curtain rod (not included). Use these grommet-top mesh
curtain panels to add both style and privacy to your patio, gazebo, or porch while
deterring mosquitoes. Mildew-resistant and fade-resistant. Specify white or black.
559849 - 50"W x 84"L Panel $29.99 $24.95
559858 - 50"W x 96"L Panel $39.99 $28.95
Black
559866 - 50"W x 108"L Panel $49.99 $37..95

Wrote the
copy.

G | Solar Bug Zapper. Attracts ﬂying bugs with its purple UV light and quietly kills
them in its metal grid. Covers up to ½ of an acre and includes 6 UV purple light
LED bulbs and a 1200mAh rechargeable lithium battery. The weatherproof plastic
housing and mesh grid protect an inner plastic and metal housing that’s safe for
kids and pets. In black. 8"W x 8"D x 16½"H.
494786 - $69.99
J | Solar Animal Repeller with Strobe Light. Uses both ultrasonic sound (not
detectable to humans) and strobe light to chase away deer, rabbits, rodents, stray
dogs and other animal pests from your yard. Stakes in ground or mounts to wall
or fence; built-in infrared motion detector works from up to 30 feet away. Solarpowered, or use 4 AA batteries (not included) in shady areas. 5"W.
451135 - $29.99

EXCLUSIVE! K | Walk-Thru Screens. Improved ﬂexible ﬁberglass mesh screen attaches
near the top of your door frame with an easy-up tension rod, and is held in place on the sides
with hook-and-loop fasteners. Now closes automatically with 14 magnetic fasteners for extra
strength. Top of screen has 2 rod sleeves; one at 80"H for standard doors, the other at 78"H. (2"
have been added to the width to help keep the screens closed.) The 60" and 72" screens open
off-center and are reversible.
Upgraded quality of ﬁberglass mesh material
14 magnets that run the length of the screen
 An additional 2" in width on all screens improves the magnetic closure
 Polyester fabric trim on the edges of screens
 Hook-and-loop closures line the side of the screen that touches the door frame
 A drawstring mesh bag stores the screen in the off-season



528544 - 30" (for doors 28"-30"W) $39.99
528552 - 32" (for doors 31"-32"W) $49.99
528569 - 36" (for doors 34"-36"W) $59.99
528577 - 48" (for 8' sliding door, 4' French door, double door) $69.99
528585 - 60" (for 5' French door) $79.99
528594 - 72" (for 6' French door) $89.99
Teal
For Longer Doors:
528602 - 32" x 96" (for doors 31"-32"W) $59.99
528619 - 36" x 96" (for doors 34"-36"W) $69.99
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BETTER - DELUXE

Item #

Description

Dimensions

Retail

CHAIRS, GLIDERS & SOFAS
390303

Chair Cover*

28"x30"x32"H

$19.99

390311

High-Back Chair Cover

28"x30"x40"H

$29.99

390329

Oversized Chair Cover

32"x34"x38"H

$34.99

390337

Stacking Chair Cover

30"x36"x52"H

$39.99

390345

Oversized Settee Cover

60"x34"x38"H

$44.99

390354

Bench/Glider Cover

52"x28"x34"H

$39.99

390362

2-Seat Glider Cover

66"x30"x32"H

$44.99

390379

3-Seat Glider/Sofa Cover

86"x30"x32"H

$49.99

390387

Medium Sofa Cover

88"x36"x35"H

$59.99

390395

Large Sofa Cover

100"x41"x35"H

$69.99

424386

Adirondack Chair Cover

43"x32"x42"H

$34.99

424394

Reclining Chair Cover

28"x36"x40"H

$29.99

424427

Tall Bar Chair Cover

21"x23"x45"H

$24.99

TABLES & TABLE SETS
390403

36" Square Table Cover*

36"x36"x24"H

$24.99

390411

48" Round Table Cover*

48"Dia. x 24"H

$34.99

390429

60" Round Table Cover*

60"Dia. x 24"H

$39.99

390438

54" Rect. Table Cover*

54"x40"x 24"H

$39.99

390446

72" Oval/Rect. Table Cover

72"x42"x 28"H

$59.99

390454

42" Round Table Set Cover

84"Dia. x 30"H

$79.99



Constructed with polyester/PVC materials.

390462

48" Round Table Set Cover

96"Dia. x 30"H

$89.99



Double-bonded seams.

390479

60" Round Table Set Cover

108"Dia. x 30"H

$99.99



Most are vented.

390487

60" Oval/Rect. Table Set Cover

100"x80"x30"H

$89.99

390496

72" Oval/Rect. Table Set Cover

112"x84"x30"H

$99.99

390504

84" Oval/Rect. Table Set Cover

124"x88"x30"H

$119.99

390512

96" Oval/Rect. Table Set Cover

136"x90"x30"H

$129.99

390529

Sm. Coffee Table/Ottoman Cover*

28"x22"x15"H

$24.99

390537

Lg. Coffee Table/Ottoman Cover*

27"x27"x5"H

$29.99

390545

Side Table Cover*

22"x24"x15"H

$24.99

42"Dia. x 18"H
36½"Sq. x 38"H
45"x29"x30"H

$34.99
$29.99
$39.99




Elasticized bottoms and loop ties keep
covers secure.
Weather-resistant.

42" Round Chat Table Cover
424402
36½" Square Bar Table Cover
424419
45" Rectangle Patio Table Cover
575509
CHAISE LOUNGES

Select sizes of Table Covers and Chair
Covers only available in moss brown solid

AC Cover

EXCLUSIVE! Deluxe Outdoor Furniture Covers. Protect your patio furniture against rain, snow, ice and
blazing sun. Constructed of polyester outer fabric bonded to tough PVC, our durable covers have a cloth-like
look and feel, with a ﬂexibility that makes them easy to put on and take off. Elasticized bottoms and loop
ties keep them secure, and most are vented to help prevent mildew and mold growth. In earthtone with
moss brown border; except where noted. Imported. (See online for more styles.)

390562

Chaise Cover

68"x28"x30"H

$44.99

390554

Large Chaise Cover

75"x28"x32"H

$49.99

390587

X-Large Chaise Cover

86"x36"x36"H

$59.99

390579

Double Chaise Cover

75"x48"x36"H

$59.99

390595

Medium Wagon Grill Cover

52"x20"x40"H

$39.99

390603

Large Wagon Grill Cover

60"x22"x42"H

$49.99

390612

X-Large Wagon Grill Cover

77"x35"x35"H

$59.99

390629

Kettle Grill Cover

26"Dia. x 25"H

$29.99

424578

30" Built-in Grill Cover*

30"x24"x22"H

$29.99

424586

34" Built-in Grill Cover*

34"x26"x28"H

$34.99

GRILLS

CUSHION STORAGE BAGS

Chair

High-Back Chair Oversized Chair

Adirondack Chair

Reclining/
Upright Chair

Round Table

Stacking Chair

Tall Bar
Chair

3-Seat Glider

Chaise

Double
Chaise

Coffee Table/
Ottoman

Round Table Set

2-Seat Glider

Settee

Rectangular Table

Cushion Storage Bag

X-Large Wagon Grill

Cushion Storage Bag (Standard)

48"x16"x22"H

$29.99

488901

Pouf Ottoman Storage Bag (Med)

50"x25"x26"H

$39.99

390679

Cushion Storage Bag (Large)

75"x18"x26"H

$49.99

390637

Storage Chest Cover*

52"x24"x20"H

$29.99

393592

Storage Chest Cover

49"x22"x17½"H

$29.99

424452

Storage Chest Cover

53"x24"x24"H

$29.99

390645

Umbrella Cover

23"Dia. x 76"H

$24.99

390653

Large Umbrella Cover

36"Dia. x 102"H

$29.99

424594

Offset Umbrella Cover

120"Lx34"W

$59.99

390688

Chiminea Cover*

28"Dia. x 34"H

$29.99

390696

Fire Pit Cover*

36"Dia. x 15"H

$24.99

390704

Fountain Cover Small*

32"Dia. x 36"H

$29.99

390712

Fountain Cover Large*

48"Dia. x 60"H

$59.99

411043

Lawn Mower Cover

28"x76"x24"H

$29.99

411069

Generator Cover

24"x32"x21"H

$24.99

411051

Bicycle Cover

27"x78"x44"H

$39.99

411078

Snow Thrower/Blower Cover

32"x34"x42"H

$34.99

410835

AC Square Cover

34"Sq. x 30"H

$29.99

410827

AC Round Cover

34"Dia. x 30"H

$29.99

SPECIALTY

UTILITY*

Umbrella
Large Wagon Grill

390661

Kettle Grill
Offset
Umbrella

Moss brown solid only
Solid beige only
*Not vented
Lawnmower

Generator

Bicycle

Snowblower

A

Swivels
180˚

B

BEST - PLATINUM LUX



Superior design.



Durable ripstop polyester.



Keeps water and dirt out.



UV protection.



Easy installation and removal.



Auto-locking drawcords for
ﬁtting and securing.

Wrote the copy.

NEW! PLATINUM LUX FURNITURE COVERS
NEW & EXCLUSIVE! Platinum Lux Patio Furniture Covers. Protect your patio furniture against the

elements of weather with our premium line of furniture covers in anthracite. Lightweight yet strong, these
covers are convenient and easy to place on outdoor furniture when away for a long weekend or on an
unexpected rainy day. All are constructed with durable rip stop solution dyed polyester which stays ﬂexible
even in low temperatures. Our Platinum Lux covers are water-resistant which helps reduce condensation
buildup and prevents mold and mildew resulting in extending the life of your outdoor furniture. Covers all
have sewn in pull cords and stoppers to provide the best ﬁt. Comes in 26 styles. The L-shape cover includes
an extra buckle to secure the cover. The umbrella cover has a tender rod to lift the cover easily over your
umbrella. Matching storage handle bag included. Imported. See online for more styles.

A | Retractable Hose Reel. Just pull out the
length of the hose needed; the reel allows you to
stop it at any point. When you're done watering,
use the automatic rewind function (spring and
coil) for neat and easy storage. Small and large
reels include a leader hose and wall bracket for
mounting. Swivels 180-degrees against the wall.
Hardware included. Small: 18½"W x 10"D x 16"H;
Hose Nozzle
Large: 22"W x 13"D x 20"H.
573223 - 50 ft. $69.99
573215 - 100 ft. $99.99
573609 - Thumb-Controlled Hose Nozzle $19.99

EXCLUSIVE! B | Outdoor Garden Sink. This clever outdoor sink’s work

surface slides open to reveal a deep sink with a faucet inside. It also includes
a built-in soap dish and drain stopper inside and a hose reel underneath
(hose not included) with a utility compartment for work gloves or nozzles.
Made of rugged polymer with a grey and white ﬁnish, this outdoor sink
mounts on a wall near your outdoor faucet or you can place it in our Work
Station (sold separately). Open: 34½"W x 14¼"D x 17"H.
574719 - $149.99

EXCLUSIVE! C | Garden

Sink Work Station. You asked
for an alternative to hanging
the Garden Sink on a wall, and
here it is! Specially designed to
support our garden sink (sold
separately), this solid wood cart
also offers 2 adjustable side
shelves and a top shelf for extra
storage. Two wheels provide easy
moving. 27"W x 23"D x 54"H.
Assembly required.
412101 - $189.99 E

C

ITEM #

DESCRIPTION

SIZE

PRICE

CHAIRS, GLIDERS & SOFAS
28"x30"x32"H

$29.99

575709

Chair Cover

575717

High Back Chair Cover

28"x30"x40"H

$39.99

575725

Oversized Chair Cover

32"x34"x38"H

$44.99

575733

Stacking Chair Cover

30"x36"x52"H

$49.99

575784

Adirondack Chair Cover

43"x32"x42"H

$44.99

575741

Oversized Settee cover

60"x34"x38"H

$54.99

575759

Bench/Glider Cover

52"x28"x34"H

$54.99

575951

2-Seat Glider Cover

66"X30"X32"H

$49.99

575768

Medium Sofa Cover

88"x36"x35"H

$69.99

575776

Large Sofa Cover

100"x41"x35"H

$79.99

TABLES & TABLE SETS
575792

48" Round Table Cover

48"Dia x24"H

$44.99

575834

72" Oval/Rect Table Cover

72"x42"x28"H

$69.99

575851

42" Round Table Set Cover

84"Dia x30"H

$89.99

575869

48" Round Table Set Cover

96"Dia x30"H

$99.99

575877

60" Round Table Set Cover

108"Dia x30"H

$109.99

575800

60" Oval/Rect Table Set Cover

100"x80"x30"H

$99.99

575818

72" Oval/Rectangle Table Set Cover

112"x84"x30"H

$109.99

575826

84" Oval/Rect Table Set Cover

124"x88"x30"H

$129.99

575843

96" Oval/Rect Table Set Cover

136"x90"x30"H

$139.99

CHAISE LOUNGERS
575885

Chaise Cover

68"x28"x30"H

$54.99

575893

Large Chaise Cover

75"x28"x32"H

$59.99

575901

XL Chaise Cover

86"x36"x36"H

$69.99

CUSHION STORAGE BAG & UMBRELLA
575919

Large Cushion Storage Bag

75"x18"x26"H

$59.99

575927

Umbrella Cover

23"Dia x76"H

$34.99

SECTIONALS
575935

8¼' Sectional Group Cover

100½"Sq x27½"H

$139.99

575943

L-Shaped Sectional Cover

100"x39"x27½"H each side

$129.99
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Offering all the beauty of the real thing without any
of the work, our lifelike topiaries will add natural
elegance to your entryway, porch, sunroom, or any
corner of your home. The weather-resistant lifelike
designs keep their shape through rain, wind, and hot
sun. Each includes a weighted plastic pot.
Decorative urns sold separately in a variety of styles.
C

E
A

B

D

Brighton Lattice
573726 - $89.99
Georgian Fluted
488629 - $99.99
Lagos Wavy
573742 - Medium $89.99

Our lifelike

TOPIARIES

Venetian Floral
488637 - $99.99

are a fast and easy way to
enhance any decor.
Tuscany Square
488646 - $99.99

STYLES SHOWN ABOVE:
F

A | 36" Pond Cypress Topiary
275000 - $189.99
B | Cedar Artiﬁcial Bush-30"H
503252 - $99.99
C | 60" Cedar Pine Topiary / Dark Green
503293 - $179.99
D | 36" Podocarpus Double Ball Topiary
392029 - $179.99
E | 60" Tea Leaf Corkscrew Topiary
364335 - $199.99

SEE OUR FULL COLLECTION ONLINE.
38" Lavender Plant Bush
573199 - $189.99
72" Cedar Pine Topiary / Dark Green
503301 - $179.99
20" Boxwood Ball Topiary
364302 - $179.99
20" Cypress Ball Topiary
425901 - $179.99
36" Boxwood Cone Topiary
447585 - $179.99

Classical-Style Urns. Each urn accommodates
our exclusive 7" or 8"Dia. topiaries with included
metal rings, or 9"Dia. topiaries without rings. They
can also be ﬁlled with soil for direct planting. Made
of weather-resistant resin. Simple assembly required.

EXCLUSIVE! F | Canterbury Wooden Park Bench. With its classic styling and on-trend
ﬁnishes, this park bench made from 100% eucalyptus wood is a timeless accent piece for
your patio, garden, yard or even in your sunroom, entryway or family room. Comfortably
sits two or offers enough room to put your feet up and enjoy a good book! This
bench is 54"W x 22¼"D x 29¾"H. Assembly required (hardware included).
Specify driftwood grey or espresso.
Espresso
574951 - $269.99 E

J

Multicolor
Impatiens

G

Rubber stair treads
& door mats with
an elegant &
durable design.

Lilac

Wildﬂower

Pink Impatiens

K

Antique Copper
EXCLUSIVE! G | Windsor Medallion Rubber Door Mats and Stair Treads.

These durable decorative door mats and stair treads will make you walk with conﬁdence. They
can be placed on your entryway porch and steps and are a great way to prevent dirt and mud
from entering your home. Plus, the anti-skid backing on the door mats and stair treads are an
J
added safety feature that can help prevent slips and falls. Imported.
Specify black or antique copper.
578809 - Door Mat (18" x 30") $19.99
569223 - Extra-Wide Door Mat (22" x 48") $29.99
578817 - Set of 4 Stair Treads (10" x 30") $29.99
578825 - Set of 3 Extra-Wide Stair Treads (10" x 48") $39.99

Multicolor
Impatiens

L

Wrote the copy.

EXCLUSIVE! H | Windsor Scroll Rubber Door Mats and Stair Treads. No need to tread
lightly. These durable decorative mats and treads can stand up to any step. Rigid anti-skid
backing keeps them in place and their intricate etched scroll design accents your entryway
porch and steps. Collection features door mat, stair treads, and extra wide stair treads for
estate-size steps. In 2 ﬁnishes: black and antique copper. All door mats are 1/2" thick; all stair
treads are 1/4" thick. 100% Rubber. Imported.
Black:
528693 - Door Mat (18" x 30") $19.99
528652 - Set of 4 Stair Treads (10" x 30") $29.99
528677 - Set of 3 Extra-Wide Stair Treads (10" x 48") $39.99
Antique Copper:
528701 - Door Mat (18" x 30") $19.99
528744 - Set of 4 Stair Treads (10" x 30") $29.99
528728 - Set of 3 Extra-Wide Stair Treads (10" x 48") $39.99

Wrote the copy.

H

EXCLUSIVE! J | Pre-Lit Summer Hanging Baskets. These 24"Dia. beautiful hanging
baskets feature 20 warm white LEDs, which can be set on a timer function for 6 hrs.
on/18 hrs. off. Each basket has a coconut coir ﬁber lining and requires 3 AA batteries,
not included. Specify pink impatiens, multicolor impatiens, wildﬂower, or NEW! lilac.
491392 - $59.99

EXCLUSIVE! K | Pre-Lit Impatiens Window Box Fillers.
Our hassle-free pre-lit arrangements showcase green and red faux
leaves with stunning purple, orange, and coral ﬂowers or pink and
white ﬂowers with green leaves and sparkles with 20 warm white
mini LEDs. Suitable for indoor or outdoor use, these fade-resistant box
ﬁllers have a timer function for 6 hrs. on/18 hrs. off. Made of polyester
and iron. Each uses 3 AA batteries (not included). 27"W x 11"D.
510802 - Multicolor Impatiens $59.99
548840 - Pink Impatiens $59.99

Pink Impatiens

NEW & EXCLUSIVE! L | 24" Pre-Lit Lilac Window Box Filler. Create an inviting

look to your home with the beautiful, lifelike lilac window box ﬁller. The vibrant purples and
greens, accented by the warm-white LEDs, really exude the essence of summer. Comes with
2 U stakes, which allow it to be secured to the ground to create a ﬂower border. Weather
and fade resistant. Made of polyester and iron. Coir not included. Requires 3 AA batteries
(not included). 24”L x 7”W x 6½”H.
573667 - $59.99
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OUR SOLAR LIGHTS ARE BRILLIANT
ILLUMINATED ART TO BEAUTIFY YOUR GARDEN AND LIGHT UP YOUR PATH. PRETTY CLEVER.
A

B

4

set
of

WATCH IT!

improvementscatalog.com

D

C

E

LIGHT GLOWS FOR
UP TO 8 HOURS

Choose from
5 steady
colors
or everchanging
color mode
featuring
7 colors!

WATCH IT!

improvementscatalog.com

EXCLUSIVE! A | Solar Color-Changing Patio Lights.

No electricity needed! Just stake the included solar panel
into the ground where it can receive sunlight during the day.
At night, the 10 crackle-look plastic globes change color
intermittently about every 4 seconds. 13' long with 11' lead.
Globes are 3½"Dia. ea.
385977 - $49.99

B | Color-Changing Solar LED Path Lights. Powered with
3 light options: cool white, incandescent, and color-changing
RGB, you can use these solar path lights four different ways –
as a staked path light, hanging light, table top light, or fence
cap light. Comes with plastic stakes, fence connectors, adapter
for hanging, and remote (requires 1 CR2015 battery, included).
Each path light requires 1 AA 900 mAh NiCd rechargeable
battery, included. 6¼" Dia. x 20"H. Simple assembly required.
569482 - $69.99

EXCLUSIVE! C | Color-Changing Solar Gazing Ball

with Remote. Light-enhanced cracked-glass globe now includes
a remote so you can choose between 5 steady colors, including
warm white, cool white, red, blue, or green and the ever-changing
color mode featuring 7 colors. Solar panel can be positioned up to
14' away; globe glows for up to 6 hours. Grey stone-look pillar with
improved stable square base; includes stakes. 32"H, with a 10"Dia.
globe and 10"Sq. base.
561727 - $99.99

NEW! E | Solar Tear Drop LED Stake. This garden
stake really stands out with its orange interior and
cracked-glass bulb with amber light that gives
the appearance of an open ﬂame. Made of heavy
gauge steel. Light glows for up to 8 hours on a full
day's charge.
573767 - $29.99
Buy 2 or more, $24.99 ea.

NEW! D | Metal Flower with Glass Bulbs Solar Garden

Decor. Add some whimsy to your garden, yard or pathway with
this garden stake. Each colored glass bulb has a solar-powered LED
that automatically comes on at dark or use the on/off switch to
operate manually. Looks beautiful while charging in the sun, then
offers ambient light for up to 8 hours at night. Charges in 6 hours of
sunlight. 3-3/4"W x 9"L x 48"H. Simple assembly required.
573491 - $39.99

Improvements® Buyer’s Club Members save 10%!
See page 36.

F

J

NEW! Navy Damask

G

WHAT SETS OUR VINYL COVERS ABOVE THE REST?
EXCLUSIVE! J | Top-Quality Elasticized

Vinyl Covers. Whether you want to protect a new table or
give an old table a fresh new look, these ﬁtted covers will do
the job beautifully. The heavy-duty elastic edge holds tight for
a smooth, neat appearance. Flannel backing helps guard against
scratches, and the vinyl surface is moisture-proof. Tough enough
for outdoor use, they wipe clean easily. Imported. Specify color/
pattern as shown. Additional designs online.
436126 - Square (Fits 48"Sq.) $14.99
436134 - Small Round (Fits 36"-44"Dia.) $14.99
436142 - Medium Round (Fits 45"-54"Dia.) $17.99
436159 - Large Round (Fits 58"-66"Dia.) $19.99

H

Blue Granite

Taupe

Green Marble

Bahama Blue

Granite

Beige Marble

Burlwood

ZIP-ON
PROTECTION FOR
YOUR ROUND
UMBRELLA TABLE

436167 - Small Oval
(Fits 38"x56" to 38"x64") $14.99
436175 - Medium Oval
(Fits 36"x64" to 36"x72") $17.99
436184 - Small Oblong/Rectangular
(Fits 42"x54" to 42"x62") $14.99
436192 - Medium Oblong/Rectangular
(Fits 42"x62" to 42"x70") $17.99
436209 - Large Oblong/Rectangular
(Fits 42"x70" to 42"x78") $19.99

Seaglass

White Floral

Brush Strokes

Woodgrain

LARGEST
SELECTION
OF SHAPES
AND SIZES

K

EXCLUSIVE! K | Zippered Vinyl Table

NEW! F | Globe Hanging Patio Light. Available in
several colors and automatically turns on at dusk and
off after 8 hours. Each light requires 3 AA batteries, not
included. 5"W x 5"D x 6¼"H. Specify light blue, green,
white, orange, pink, and yellow.
570275 - $14.99

Wrote the copy.

NEW! G | Hot Air Balloon Outdoor Solar LED Lantern.
Will take your garden or pathway to new heights with
its ornate cutout pattern and decorative shadows casted
below as it illuminates the sky. 10¼"W x 10¼"D x 17"H.
569474 - $39.99

Cover. Cheerful ﬁtted cover adds style
and protection to your table, with ﬂannel
backing and an elastic edge that holds
tight in the breeze. Zipper allows easy
ﬁtting around umbrella pole. Vinyl surface
is moisture-proof and wipes clean easily.
Imported. Specify style as shown.
457917 - Small Round
(Fits 36"-44"Dia.) $17.99
457926 - Medium Round
(Fits 45"-54"Dia.) $19.99

Bahama Blue

Wrote the copy.

H | Mission Style Solar Lantern. A ﬂip of a switch gives
you the lighting effect you prefer: ﬂickering or steady light.
Cast aluminum with dark bronze-look, tempered glass lens,
and hanging hook. 6"Sq. x 11"H.
391912 - $39.99

Granite

Orange

Navy
Damask

Taupe

Seaglass

Brushstrokes
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EXCLUSIVE! B | Railing

B

CLEAN SAFELY
FROM THE
GROUND!

Curtain Rod and Post Set.
Ingenious rod set attaches to the
vertical supports of your deck or
balcony railing, allowing you to easily
hang outdoor curtains for privacy or
shade. Weather-resistant white metal
set includes 2 mounting brackets, 2
posts, and adjustable 84"-96"L rod.
Installs in minutes; can be easily moved
to other areas. Use the Add-On Rod
and Post (available in white ﬁnish
with chrome ﬁnial only) to add more
curtains to your outdoor privacy area.
448425 - Railing Curtain Rod &
2 Posts $149.99
448433 - Add-On Curtain Railing
Rod & 1 Post $99.99
(See other pole systems on pg. 6.)
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Easy-to-handle
washer extends
15 feet.

A

OVEMEN
T
PR

S

IM

C

C

NEW & EXCLUSIVE! C | Hanging Outdoor Cushion Storage Bag. Made
7 Spray Nozzle

Round
Soft Brush

out of heavy-duty polyester with bonded seams supported by a powder-coated
steel frame and hooks which hang over a rod inside a closet, shed or garage. This
structured bag has 3 vents on the sides and back allowing for air ﬂow while a
zippered door with side strap holds the door open. A vinyl window allows you to
see the contents inside. Holds up to 35 lbs. of cushions but may also be used to
store pillows, comforters, and more! 24"W x 24"D x 60"H. Easy set up.
574877 - $59.99
583319 - Commercial Heavy-Duty Garment Rack $129.99 E
(See more information online.)

Car Brush

Wrote the copy.

Squeegee

10" Floor Brush

Soap Dispenser

D

EXCLUSIVE! A | 15' Telescoping Washer Set. Just attach the adjustable

aluminum pole to your garden hose, then choose the proper attachment for the
job at hand. A soap dispenser has easy on/off switch. Other attachments include
7-pattern spray nozzle, window squeegee, round soft brush, 10" ﬂoor brush, plus
a brush for washing your car. Angled neck piece prevents water from splashing
back onto the user. Durable plastic and polypropylene.
511437 - Washer Set $69.99 ($5)
411344 - Storage Bag $19.99
Super Blaster Attachment. Bends easily to tackle hard-to-reach cleaning jobs;
adjustable nozzle; 5/8" ﬁtting.
409746 - $9.99
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Storage Bag

SALE!

Super Blaster
Attachment

NEW! D | Flexible LED Task Light.

Get quick and dependable light with
a compact and ﬂexible LED task light
featuring 110 lumens. Stretches up to
22 5/8" long and bends to brighten the
exact spot you need illuminated – up
to 245 feet. Requires 3 AAA batteries,
included. 11¼"L x 2"W x 2"H x ½"Dia.
Specify blue, grey, green, red, and yellow.
547917 - $19.99 $14.95

Wrote the copy.

E

F

“Minutes to install,
seconds to put away”
H

E
G

J

Oil Spill Mat

Side support
handrails
for a more
secure grip

Under Sink Mat

4-Step

Oversized slipresistant steps

E | Solar Post Cap Lights, Set of 2. These cap lights aren’t just an attractive architectural
addition to your deck, porch, or fence posts; they are also energy-efﬁcient and will save you
money! Their solar panel charges during the day in direct sunlight for a total of 8 hours or more
of light during the evening–no wires or bulky cords required! Each cap
contains 2 LEDs that illuminate a warm white light and ﬁts a 4" post,
or a 3½" post when you use the provided adapter. In 2 styles. Stainless
steel, plastic, and wire components. 2 AA batteries and mounting
hardware included. 7½"W x 7½"L x 5"H. Simple assembly required.
425259 - Set of 2 (White) $39.99
Brown
503187 - Set of 2 (Brown) $39.99

F | Retractable Sun Shade. Keep your car interior cooler! The Original Shade™
stores on the passenger’s side of the windshield, virtually unobtrusive. Now, there’s
no need to struggle with large pieces of cardboard. Simply extend the durable fabric
shade with a single motion and hook to the driver’s side bracket for full windshield
protection. The spring-loaded mechanism fully retracts the shade. Mounting tape
and brackets are included. Custom-sized for your vehicle. See Shade Body Style Table
online; please specify year, make, and model. Allow 2 weeks for delivery. Customized
items are not returnable.
270888 - $39.99

NEW! G | Maintenance Floor Mats. Durable maintenance EXCLUSIVE! H | Safety Ladders. Grab what you’re
ﬂoor mats are portable, easy to clean, and can be used over
and over again. Keep in the trunk of your car or under the
lawn mower and other garden and maintenance tools to
protect surfaces from oil, grease, dirt, paint, and more. Use
under a sink or as a shelf liner to protect your surface or
cabinet from oil, grease, dirt, spills, moisture, detergent, and
soap leaks. See more details online.
579451 - Oil Spill Garage Mat (36"L x 29"W) $19.99
579469 - Under Sink Mat (29"W x 24"D) $19.99
579477 - Large Maintenance Floor Mat
(30"W x 58"D) $29.99 (Not shown. See online.)
579485 - Extra-Large Maintenance Floor Mat
(54"W x 72"D) $49.99 (Not shown. See online.)

Wrote the copy.

reaching for easily and securely with these sturdy 4-step and
3-step safety ladders. Perfect for cleaning, hanging photos, or
accessing high cabinets or shelves, they include spongy front
and side support handrails for a more secure grip. Oversized
slip-resistant steps help your feet stay put, while padded feet
protect your ﬂoor and add stability. Made of lightweight steel,
the ladders are easy to open, close, and transport. Weight
capacity is 225 lbs. 4-Step Ladder: Open: 20"W x 32"D x
62½"H; 3-Step Ladder: Open: 19"W x 28¼"D x 53¼"H. Both
fold to 9"W.
511512 - 4-Step Safety Ladder $99.99 E
557309 - 3-Step Safety Ladder $79.99

J | Garage Door Threshold Seal. Floor-mounted,
precision-engineered vinyl threshold seal provides a tight,
long-lasting barrier between your garage door bottom and
ﬂoor. The weight of the door presses down on it to keep
out wind-driven rain, snow, leaves, rodents. Works from -40°
to +140°F. Compatible with your door-mounted weather
seal to provide the ultimate barrier. 1/2" thick at mid-point,
3"W. Installs easily (above 50°F); adhesive included. No air
shipment. Specify grey or black.
354411 - 10' $49.99
354429 - 16' $69.99
354438 - 20' $89.99
Weight of door on threshold
helps seal your garage.
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A

A

WATCH IT
UNFOLD.

B

578992 - Old-World Charm
Area Rug (See online.)

Twin Sleeper
EXCLUSIVE! A | 5-in-1 Ottoman Bed. Why settle for a plain old guest
bed when you can have this awesome 5-in-1 bed? It starts out as a generous
ottoman, then transforms itself into 4 other pieces just by unfolding and
rearranging: bed, chair, chaise, and recliner. The cushions of this piece are made
of a plush, ﬁrm foam that makes it as comfortable to sleep on as it is to lounge
in. Uses standard twin sheets. Made of metal, polyester, and foam. Closed: 27"L
x 37"W x 17"H; Open 73"L x 37"W x17"H.
557717 - $299.99 ($15) E

Ottoman

Chair

Recliner

Chaise

C
Cream

Red

Tan

Charcoal

B





Adjustable height
Top tilts in either direction
Rolling base

Soft White

B | Folding Luggage Rack. Guests will appreciate the convenience of this
solid hardwood rack. Heavy-duty black nylon straps support a suitcase
weighing up to 100 lbs., and there’s a bottom shelf for shoes or a small tote.
After your guests are gone, the luggage stand folds up to just 3¾" thick for
easy storage. Assembly required. Open: 26"W x 18"D x 21"H.
Specify ﬁnish: soft white, chestnut, or walnut.
470329 - $49.99

White

Chestnut
Chestnut

Walnut
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Black

Walnut

“Couldn't live
without it!”
it!

EXCLUSIVE! C | Adjustable Table. Simply glide the rolling base near you to comfortably eat,

read, or watch movies on your laptop. Table telescopes from 32"-42"H, top tilts 45 degrees in either
direction, and a raised rim helps keep items from sliding off. Heavy-duty wooden construction.
31¾"W x 15¾"D. Assembly required. Specify ﬁnish as shown.
366303 - $99.99 ($5) E

D

WATCH IT!

improvementscatalog.com

486387 - "Always Kiss Me Goodnight"
Throw Pillow (See online.)

D | EZ Bed Inﬂatable Guest Bed. Just roll this EZ Bed's compact, wheeled
case out of storage, plug it in, and within minutes you have a comfy, 8½"
thick mattress for overnight guests. The lightweight, powder-coated steel
frame “crawls out” automatically, expanding the mattress with it. 16 steel
legs provide support and stability. Easily deﬂates with just a ﬂip of the switch
and packs away in its zippered case. EZ Bed accessories available online. Twin:
78"L x 39"W x 24"H and 38 lbs. (weight capacity:
300 lbs.); Queen: 78"L x 60"W x 24½"H and 48
lbs. (weight capacity: 450 lbs.); King: 82"L x 74"W
x 24"H and 57 lbs. (weight capacity: 600 lbs.)
Puncture-resistant PVC and steel.
490209 - Twin $199.99 ($10) E
490217 - Queen $249.99 ($20) E
513318 - King $299.99 ($20) E
E

AS EASY AS
1

2

JUST PLUG IT IN, AND IT
INFLATES AUTOMATICALLY
E | Sleeper Sofa/EZ Bed Mattress Toppers. Pillowtop-style topper is
generously ﬁlled with premium ﬁberﬁll for incredible comfort. Secures
easily with wide anchor bands. Each is 5" thick. Imported.
516650 - Cot/Ottoman (76"L x 32"W) $49.99
516652 - Full (75"L x 54"W) $79.99
516654 - Queen (80"L x 60"W) $99.99
516662 - EZ Bed Twin (78"L x 39"W) $49.99
516664 - EZ Bed Queen (78"L x 60"W) $99.99
516668 - EZ Bed King (82"L x 74"W) $139.99

EXCLUSIVE! F | Sleeper Sofa Bar Shield.

ADD A THICK LAYER OF
SOFTNESS TO YOUR
SOFA BED MATTRESS.

3

Just place it under the mattress to cover up the
steel support bars so your guests sleep more
comfortably. Vinyl-covered wooden board is 1/4"
thick. Also adds support to a standard bed!
513033 - Twin (60"L x 28"W) $39.99
422627 - Full (48"L x 48"W) $49.99
513041 - Queen (60"L x 60"W) $59.99

F
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EXCLUSIVE! A | Ultimate Microsuede

A

Furniture Protectors. Wonderfully plush and comfortable,
these microsuede quilted covers have D-ring ties to hold
them in place, plus long ﬂaps on the underside that can be
tucked into cushions for added holding power. They're water
repellent and pet-hair resistant so they help guard against
spills, dirty paws, and fur. Recliner/Wing Chair ﬁts 23"W seat.
Chair cover ﬁts up to 24"W seat. Loveseat cover ﬁts up to
45"W seat. Sofa cover ﬁts up to 67"W seat. XL-Sofa cover
ﬁts up to 78"W seat. Soft microsuede is machine washable,
line dry. Imported. Specify color as shown.
443579 - Recliner/Wing Chair Protector $29.99
443575 - Chair Protector $49.99
443584 - Loveseat Protector $59.99
443592 - Sofa Protector $69.99
443609 - XL-Sofa Protector $79.99
443572 - 16"Sq. Zippered Pillow Cover $14.99

Adjustable ties help
keep it in place!

Burgundy

Natural

Navy

Chocolate

Grey

Ivory

“Finally, a cover that
ﬁts my couch!”
EXCLUSIVE! Secure-Fit Plush Furniture Protectors.

Ivory

Our plush furniture covers, featuring our exclusive quilted
pattern, stay in place and help guard against spills and dirty
paws. Includes side straps and mold and mildew-resistant
foam noodles that are inserted into the attached ﬂaps on
the back and sides of the covers to keep them from sliding
around or bunching up. Machine-wash and line dry.
581893 - Chair/Recliner 65"W x 75½"D $39.99
581901 - Loveseat Protector 132"W x 75½"D $49.99
581919 - Sofa Protector 154"W x 98½"D $59.99
581928 - XL Sofa Protector 164"W x 98½"D $69.99
581896 - 16" Pillow Cover $14.99

B

Wrote the
copy.

Cream

Navy

Burgundy

Chocolate

Foam noodles are inserted
into the attached ﬂaps on
the back side of the covers
to keep them from sliding
around or bunching up.

Adjustable
ties help keep
it in place!

Cream
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Grey

SLIP-RESISTANT RUGS &
STAIR TREADS STAND UP
TO TOUGH DIRT.
EXCLUSIVE! C | Kimberly Slip-Resistant Rugs
and Stair Treads. Natural sisal-look mats and treads
are not only attractive, they’re exceptionally tough
and effective at stopping dirt at the door. Crafted of
long-wearing polypropylene; great for entryways and
high-trafﬁc areas. Simply vacuum and rinse with a hose.
Specify color as shown. *Limited quantities available.
Item #

Size

504112
504129
504095
504103
547262
547279
504137
547254
504145
504153

9"x29" Stair Treads
9"x36" Stair Treads
24"x36" Rug
36"x60" Rug
4'x6' Rug
5'x8' Rug
Half-Round Rug
26"x60" Runner
26"x84" Runner
26"x120" Runner

C

Slip-Resistant
Backing

Retail
4/$29.99
4/$34.99
$29.99
$49.99
$79.99
$119.99
$29.99
$49.99
$59.99
$69.99

 Perfect for high-trafﬁc areas
 Protects hard ﬂoors
 Lessens the risk of slipping on stairs

Burgundy
Wheat

Sage

Chocolate*

Slate Grey

Burgundy

Adjustable Floor Chair. Whether you’re in the family
room, dorm, or media room, this tufted chair provides
great support for reading, watching TV, or playing games.
Easily adjustable back offers 5 comfy positions from ﬂat
to upright. Sturdy metal frame is surrounded by plush
foam padding for hours of use. Spot clean only. 20"W
x 42"L x 5" thick. Specify red, brown, blue, or light grey
not shown.
558178 - $79.99
*The Adjustable Floor Chair is not rated for outdoor
use and MUST be brought indoors for storage.

Mocha

THE CHAIR THAT
ADJUSTS TO THE
ACTIVITY.

Wrote disclaimer.

Brown

Red

Blue

Teal

Sierra Vista Multi-Color
Stripe Rug (See p. 25.)
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A RANGE OF
FEATURES TO FIT
YOUR SMALL SPACE.

A - Weatherby Pedestal Sink Cabinet
B - Weatherby Rolling Storage Cabinet
C - Over-The-Toilet Cabinet
D - Weatherby Corner Cabinet

E

EXCLUSIVE! A | Weatherby Pedestal Sink Cabinet. Use the space under your sink

ADD A TON OF STORAGE
IN A TIGHT SPACE.

to provide convenient hidden storage. Has 2 doors with magnetic closures that conceal
2 interior shelves with lips on the back to prevent items from falling off. In classic white
with brushed nickel hardware. Assembly required. 21"W x 14"D x 24"H.
511659 - $149.99 ($5) E

EXCLUSIVE! B | Weatherby Rolling Bathroom Storage Cabinet. Includes 1 drawer
and a cabinet with 1 adjustable shelf. Storage on the back includes 2 shelves with lips
(1 that’s adjustable). With wheels. Arrives fully assembled. In classic white with brushed
nickel hardware. 9"W x 20"D x 30"H.
557792 - $149.99 E

EXCLUSIVE! C | Over-The-Toilet Cabinet. Includes a sliding door compartment on

top (32"W x 7"D x 5"H) and a side compartment with 3 adjustable shelves. In classic white
with brushed nickel hardware. 35"W x 9"D x 41"H.
511668 - $189.99 E

EXCLUSIVE! D | Weatherby Corner Cabinet. Features 1 adjustable shelf with 5

positions (2" apart) and a fold-down door that opens to an extra storage compartment
(17"W x 10"D x 6"H). In classic white with brushed nickel hardware. 21"W x 12"D x 32"H.
Assembly required.
511676 - $139.99 E

EXCLUSIVE! E | Bainbridge XL Slim Bath Cabinet. You asked; we listened. Crafted
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based on your feedback, we give you the revamped version of our original Slim Bath
Cabinet. We swapped the knobs for handles for a strong and sturdy open and close and
added more space (it is both taller and wider!) for toiletries and other essentials. We kept
the things you loved: the ﬂip-up top, the adjustable dividers in the top drawer, the slide-out
compartment for toilet paper and cleaning supplies, and the back shelf that conceals your
toilet brush. In white. 8"W x 20"D x 25"H. Arrives fully assembled.
512025 - $149.99 E

EXCLUSIVE! F | Deluxe Ironing Center. Just roll out this cart and
you’re ready to iron. The ﬂat pull-out surface on top is ideal for folding or
draping long fabric; fold up the board tip and it becomes a standard-sized
ironing board. Two drawers with heavy-duty metal glides hold sewing
notions and accessories, and two open shelves provide plenty of space
for items to iron and those you have ironed. This furniture-quality piece
includes a side hanging rod and 4 high-quality, locking casters. Wood and
wood composites. Assembly required. 56"W x 14"D x 36½"H. Ironing
Board Cover (sold separately) is 100% cotton with an extra-thick, sewn-in
ﬁber pad that is treated with a Scorch-Coat™ application. Cover is 54"W
x 15"D and ﬁts standard boards 52-54"W x 13"-15"D.
567719 - Ironing Center $199.99 ($10) E
465209 - Cover (Specify color.) $19.99

Grey

Turquoise

THINGS ARE
HEATING UP

F

with our Deluxe Ironing Center

Blue Stripe

G | Motion Sensor LED Wall Sconce. Light up your bathrooms,
laundry rooms, hallways, and more with a decorative wall sconce with
55 lumens and low and high settings. Features an adjustable delay
timer that pauses for 30-60 seconds after movement ceases before
shutting off. Wall sconce installs with double-stick tape or screws,
included. Requires 3 AA batteries, not included. 1¼"W x 3"D x 7"H.
Simple assembly required.
569415 - $19.99

G
567702, 567693 Collapsible Storage
Bins
(See online.)

Ends ﬂip up for a fullsize board

Pull-out shelf provides an
extra work surface

Two drawers hold
odds 'n' ends

Hanging bar keeps pressed
shirts neat

H

EXCLUSIVE! H | Wall-Mount

Drying Racks. Make great use of that
empty wall space in your laundry room to
dry your delicates, swimsuits, towels, and
wet winter gear with our handy drying
rack. It tilts out at 3 different angles so you
can choose the perfect height for hanging.
Double Wide has 14 rods (7 on each of the
2 independently tilting racks); Large has 7
Double wide rack
rods; and Small has 4 rods. Made of wood
in Soft White
composites with classic white, soft white,
or taupe moisture-resistant paint. Includes mounting hardware. 46"W x
2"D x 42"H. Specify color as shown.
504668 - Small (23"W x 2"D x 27"H) $79.99 E
504659 - Large (23"W x 2"D x 42"H) $99.99 E
547295 - Double Wide (46"W x 2"D x 42"H) $189.99 ($15) E

Taupe

Soft White

Large

Small
Classic White

SPACE-SAVING
CLOTHES-DRYING
FROM A WHOLE
NEWIMPROVEMENTSCATALOG.COM
ANGLE
800.642.2112
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A - Folding
Bookcases
B - Folding
Desk

4 USB ports
ideal for
charging
smartphones
and other
mobile devices

Walnut

UNFOLD, USE
& STORE!
No assembly needed!
Stack 2 for extra height
 Fold them for easy storage



Walnut

C

adjusts up
to 38¾"

570615 - Edison Bulb
Cordless Table Lamp
(See online.)

A | Solid Wood Folding Bookcases. With their airy, spindle-side design, these functional wood
bookcases will look right at home in any room. They feature roomy shelves that hold a variety of
books, or you can use them to organize board games, display collectibles, or hold business binders.
Each arrives completely assembled; simply fold out the sides and ﬂip down the shelves. Bookcases
are economically priced so you can stack two units together and create the conﬁguration that’s
right for any-sized space. Add a mantel top (sold separately) to the 27¼", 14", and 35" bookcases
for a traditional bookcase ﬁnish. Specify walnut, natural, chestnut, white, black, or red.
504526* - 14" Bookcase (14"W x 11½"D x 38"H) $69.99
504559* - Mantel Topper (16½"W x 12½"D x 3/4"H) $19.99
399417 - 27¼" Bookcase (27¼"W x 11½"D x 38"H) $89.99 E
399426 - Mantel Topper (29¾"W x 12½"D x 3/4"H) $29.99
504534* - 35" Bookcase (35"W x 11½"D x 38"H) $99.99 E
504542* - Mantel Topper (37½"W x 12½"D x 3/4"H) $39.99
*Not available in red.

Natural

Chestnut

White

Black

Red

NEW & EXCLUSIVE! B | Folding Desk with Keyboard Tray and USB Port. Our versatile folding
desk is made from solid pine and has a convenient keyboard tray and built-in charging station with
4 USB ports. Fast charge iPads and tablets in USB ports 1 & 2. Standard USB ports 3 & 4 are ideal for
smartphones and other mobile devices. Slide-out hidden shelf is great for a keyboard or additional
storage. 40"L x 16½"D x 30"H. Simple assembly required. Specify walnut or grey (see online).
582526 - $189.99 E

Wrote the copy.

NEW & EXCLUSIVE! C | 2-in-1 Mobile Desk and Podium. Easily adjusts up to 38¾" in
Grey

height and is perfect for while you work as the locking casters will keep it in place. Our 2-in-1
mobile desk and podium is solid wood and great for a home ofﬁce or den. Bring it to work and use
as a standing desk! 28"L x 17½"D x 31½"-38¾"H. Simple assembly required. Specify grey, walnut,
or chestnut (see online).
582352 - $129.99 E

Wrote the copy.

PROTECT YOUR
FLOORS & SECURE
YOUR PATH
WITH OUR WASHABLE COTTON
RUGS & STAIR TREADS.
Rowan Embossed 4' Octagon Rug in Linen
EXCLUSIVE! Cotton Rugs and

Stair Treads. Use these attractive rugs
to protect your wood or tile ﬂooring
while providing more secure footing for
you and your pets. Made of 100% plush
Latex Backing
cotton, each is backed by slip-resistant
latex, so no rug pad is needed. (For
added safety, the stair treads can be tacked or glued.) Coordinate
your entryway with matching stair treads, runner, and area
rugs in your choice of basket weave or embossed scroll. All are
durable, easily movable, and washable! Sizes may vary by pattern.
Imported. Specify color as shown at bottom right.

11 SIZES, 13 COLOR OPTIONS, 2 PATTERNS
100% COTTON
 MACHINE WASHABLE
 SLIP-RESISTANT LATEX BACK
 PRACTICAL ON ANY NON-CARPETED FLOOR
 WORKS IN ANY ROOM–KITCHEN, BEDROOM,
BATH, OR LAUNDRY ROOM



Harrison
Weave

Rowan
Embossed

Price

Stair Treads (9"x29")

379077

366862

4/$29.99

Stair Treads (9"x36")

434944

435604

4/$34.99

2' Sq. Landing Rug

434928

435612

$19.99

24"x36" Rug

379226

366845

$29.99

36"x60" Rug

379084

366853

$49.99

5'Sq. Rug

477729

477679

$89.99

4' Octagon Rug

477687

477637

$59.99

36"Dia. Round Rug

398937

366887

$39.99

26"x72" Runner

379092

366879

$59.99

26"x120" Runner

434952

435629

$79.99

Half Round: 39"x24"

456582

456869

$29.99

Size

STYLES
Stair Treads
2'Sq.
Rug
Stair Treads

5'Sq. Rug

9"x36"
24"x36" Rug

Rowen Stair Treads,
& 36" Round Rug in Grey

36"x60" Rug

9"x29"

26"x72" Runner

26"x120" Runner

Half-Round
Rug

36"Dia.
Rug

HARRISON WEAVE

ROWAN EMBOSSED

Sage

Mocha

Dark Brown

Silver

Blueberry

Beige

Burgundy

Wheat

Dark Grey

Linen

Grey

4' Octagon
Rug

Taupe

Brown
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A

B

TEN FEET OF
CLEANING
REACH WITH
A 12-PIECE KIT

FITS INTO
A 10" X 24"
SPACE

Red

White
Chrome-Plated
Black

C

Cobweb
Dome Duster

Corner
Duster

Ceiling Fan
Duster

Bendable
Chenille
Duster

Window
Squeegee/
Scrubber Head

Microﬁber Duster

Chenille Flat Duster

Cream

Bulb Changers

EXCLUSIVE! A | Deluxe High-Reach Cleaning Kit. The cleaning kit to rival all cleaning

kits is right here in a 12-pc. version. A 4-stage, lightweight telescoping pole (37", 62", 90",
and 120") lets you tackle your challenges on upper levels with pieces like a ceiling fan duster,
cobweb dome duster, and standard and ﬂoodlight bulb changers. On the ground, you’ve got
a bendable chenille duster, a 16"L ﬂexible microﬁber duster, a corner duster, a ﬂat chenille
duster, window squeegee/scrubber, microﬁber cover, and multi-angle adaptor. A storage bag
with hanging hook is included. Made of plastic, nylon, aluminum, and microﬁber.
565000 - $59.99
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EXCLUSIVE! B | 6-Shelf Pantry Rack. Narrow enough to ﬁt into a 10" x 24" space,

this steel rolling caddy is sturdy enough to hold heavy cans and bottles, with side rails
to help prevent items from falling off. Wedge-lock connectors let you adjust shelf
heights in 1" increments, all without tools. 56"H. Colors are epoxy painted.
Specify finish: chrome-plated, red, white, or black.
399392 - $99.99 ($5) E
547454 - S Hooks $9.99

EXCLUSIVE! C | Lowell 3-Step Folding Stool.
Furniture-quality design, with slatted platform steps
for secure footing and a built-in handle on top. 250-lb.
capacity; folds to 2" thick. 16½"W x 48"H; steps are 9"D.
Solid wood. Specify ﬁnish.
513159 - $99.99

Walnut

Chestnut

SALE!

D

9995

$

Cognac

Navy

SALE! D | Vintage Cottage Wall Clock. A real show-

stopper! The oversized face is surrounded with colorful rays,
rippling in waves and ridges to create striking depth and texture.
Crafted of metal and wood composites with a weathered ﬁnish
for a vintage feel. Includes hanging hook for easy installation.
Requires 1 AA battery, not included. 30½"Dia. x 1½" thick.
444809 - $129.99 $99.95

Chocolate

EXCLUSIVE! E | Barcelona Faux Leather Stools.

Tuck these faux leather stools under your bar and counter,
and the whole atmosphere will become a bit more festive.
Counter Stool is 25½"H and 14 lbs.; Bar Stool is 30"H and
15 lbs. Made of hardwood with extra-cushy polyurethane
seats. Weight capacity: 250 lbs. Assembly required. 21"W x
14½"D. Specify color.
512891 - Counter Stool $99.99
512883 - Bar Stool $99.99

Sand

EXCLUSIVE! Barcelona Swivel Bar Stools.

E

Red

These faux leather stools are a comfortable
and stylish addition to any kitchen or bar. They
seamlessly swivel 360 degrees and a bottom ring
footrest and solid wood, walnut-colored ﬂared legs
make them functional and durable. Extra-cushy
polyurethane seats add to their appeal. Weight
capacity is 225 lbs. Assembly required. Counter
stool: 16½"W x 18"L x 37½"H; seat height is
23"; 20 lbs. Bar stool: 16½"W x 18"L x 42"H; seat
height is 28"; 22 lbs. Specify color.
557943 - Counter Height $149.99
557927 - Bar Height $149.99
Octopus Lantern. Our elegant cast aluminum octopus is very handy
to have around when you need unique ambient lighting. Three lanterns
include a glass cup (you supply the candle or tea light) behind a hinged
door. Suitable for indoor or outdoor use in a covered area, this octopus
has a hand-painted bronze ﬁnish with gold highlights. Crafted of
aluminum, iron, and glass. 18"W x 13½"D x 14¾"H.
491592 - $149.99
337309 - Rechargeable Tea Lights, Set of 12 $39.99

Cognac

Teal
Red

Sand

Chocolate

Cognac

Spice

Navy

Dark Green

Spring Green

WATCH IT!

improvementscatalog.com
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B

A

White

C

D

Made in the
E

A | Portable Ice Maker. Keep the
ice coming at your next party or
cookout. Commercial-quality electric
ice maker can start delivering ice
in less than 10 minutes, and makes
up to 35 lbs. of ice in 24 hours with
regular ﬁlling of water. 3 different size
cubes; 1-gal. water reservoir. No drain
required. 14"W x 17"D x 16½"H. UL listed. E
456493 - White Ice Maker Special Price $199.95 ($10)
512786 - 30 lb. Portable Ice Maker
Special Price $199.95 ($10)
See additional information and colors online.

NEW! X-Grill Portable Grill.
583169 - $64.99
See online for more details.

NEW! B | Wood Fired Pizza Oven. Make authentic
wood ﬁred pizza in your outdoor space in minutes!
Bake pizzas up to 13-inches in size and in 60 seconds.
You can also cook steak, seafood, and roasted
vegetables. Chimney clips to the pizza for quick
removal. Great for camping and tailgating. Stone
baking board, pizza peel, and safety instructions,
included. 29"W x 26"D x 14"H. Assembly required.
583135 - $299.99
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USA

NEW & EXCLUSIVE! C | Grill Sensations 3-Piece Grill
Pan Set. Made in the USA from 100% steel, the pans protect
against ﬂare up and allow food to cook evenly without burning.
Easily cook small or delicate food, like vegetables and ﬁsh, without
it falling through the grill surface. The set includes a grill top pan,
grill top tray and pizza pan. Perfect for grilling at home and more!
582302 - $19.99
NEW! D | Suncast® Patio Storage and Prep Station.

This multi-functional prep station comes with utensil hooks,
a bottle opener, and a washable cutting board. It also offers
generous counter space, an inside cabinet (with an adjustable
shelf), and plenty of storage for grilling tools, dishes, a
watering can, and more. Four rolling casters (2 locking) allow
for easy mobility. Easy to assemble with minimal tools.
31¾"W x 19½"D x 44¼"H.
572477 - $199.99 ($25) E

E | Suncast® Entertaining Cooler Station. Lift either lid and
ﬁll the generously sized area with ice and insert your bottles
and cans. Made from durable all-weather resin, this cooler
station provides water resistance and UV protection for up to
5 years. A convenient bottle opener is attached to the side,
and 4 rolling casters (2 that lock) help keep it in place. 31¾"W
x 19½"D x 34"H. Made in USA.
572485 - $149.99 ($15) E

Experience the drive-in at home

WATCH IT!

improvementscatalog.com

IMPROVEMENTSCATALOG.COM/BACKYARDDRIVEIN
EXCLUSIVE! Backyard Drive-In Outdoor
Movie Theater. Forget the $12 tub of popcorn and create
a cinema experience at home with the Backyard Drive In
Outdoor Movie Theater. The outdoor movie projector has
1200 lumens and is WiFi-enabled to download your favorite
streaming apps and movies or it can mirror your phone,
laptop, or tablet. Enjoy the crisp 800x480 DPI resolution on
a 90" diagonal screen and 10-watt Bluetooth® speaker*.
With this high-quality viewing experience, your yard will
be the envy of the whole neighborhood! Our exclusive kit
comes with everything you need to plug in and play your
movies, shows, or video clips, including a HDMI cord. The
weatherproof case is easy to store and take with you. The
apps shown come pre-loaded on the projector with an
Android operating system for your convenience (must log in
with your own accounts). Fully assembled, the movie screen
is 78"L x 68"H. Use of tethers is recommended for outdoor
use. Assembly required. See additional details online.
569699 - $499.99 E
*Can substitute your own individual Bluetooth® speaker
to customize sound.

A 10W waterproof
Bluetooth® speaker.

USB mouse for
navigating web menus.

Projector has 1200
lumens and comes
in a weatherproof
outdoor casing.

Remote control
for convenient
operation.

A

360
˚
SWIVEL

583127 - Weathered Copper Garden Stool
(See online.)

B

A | Bativa Resin Wicker Swivel Chair. Featuring a stationary base
with a roomy egg-pod shaped seat, this resin wicker chair has a metal
frame and swivels a full 360°. Its open-weave design helps showcase
a generously sized light tan seat cushion and pillow set made of spun
polyester fabric and poly ﬁll. Made with just 3 pieces, it’s simple to
assemble and even move to a new location. Can be used indoors or
out. 32"W x 31½"D x 56"H. Imported.
503794 - $379.99 E
B | Clear-Colored 30-Bulb Edison
String Lights. Add soft ambiance during
your outdoor gatherings with these vintagestyle string lights. The strand has 30 7-Watt
incandescent glass Edison bulbs and features
an adjustable drop-length option. Wire strand
is 45'L with 43½' of lighted length; each bulb is
4½"H. Commercial grade. UL listed with endto-end connection for indoor and outdoor use.
528493 - Clear $49.99
528643 - 7-Watt Clear Edison Replacement
Bulbs, 6 Pk. $9.99

White

C

C | Contented Yoga Frog. Sitting in
a classic meditation pose, our tranquil frog is
perfectly in tune with nature. Crafted of aluminum
with verdigris ﬁnish. 13"W x 8"D x 12"H.
483794 - $99.99

D

2

set
of

F

G

E

H

F

D | Vienna Solar LED Lighted Metal Nesting Tables, Set of 2. Each is barrel shaped and features
an intricate, open cut-lace design that’s projected on the ground at night with the integrated solar LED
option. Each table’s solar panel uses a full day’s sun charge for 6-8 hrs. of light at night. We recommend
covering or storing tables during the off-season and when not in use. Antique bronze powder-coated
ﬁnish. Large table: 16½"Dia. x 18½"H; Small table: 12½"Dia. x 17"H. Imported.
532854 - Set of 2 $129.99

NEW! E | Cement Wall Planters, Set of 2. These planters add a simple yet beautiful touch to any decor,
whether outdoors or indoors. Paint or stain to match your style or leave bare to develop a mossy, aged look. With
built-in keyholes and included hardware, they are easy to hang and free up table and counter space while allowing
you to still grow succulents, herbs or plants. Large is 4¾"W x 10"D x 4¾"H; small is 3¼"W x 7½"D x 3½"H.
574115 - Set of 2 $34.99
NEW! F | Cement Tabletop Planters. With their heavy-duty construction and sago palm tree design,
these pots are great accent pieces for any patio, balcony, table or countertop. They can be stained or painted
or leave them bare to develop an aged, mossy look. With their aqueous coating, solid bottom, and thickness,
they protect soil from temperature ﬂuctuations. Small is 6¾"Dia. x 4½"H; large is 8¾"Dia. x 6"H.
574073 - Small $19.99
574081 - Large $29.99

G | Painted Metal Gecko Wall Décor. Add personality to your wall with our
charming metal geckos. Available in 2 sizes, each is hand painted with multicolor
enamel and embellished with faux crystals for a little extra ﬂare. Their dimensional
design and cutout details make them a standout wherever they’re hung. With
mounting holes; hardware not included. Large: 33"L x 13¼"W x 2¾"D; Medium:
24¾"L x 15¼"W x 2¾"D. Imported.
552009 - 33"L Gecko $39.99
551992 - 24¾"L Gecko $34.99
573759 - Set of 2 $69.98

Wrote the copy.

H | FireGlow™ Round and Tall Lanterns. Add warmth and ambiance to an
indoor or outdoor space. The round lantern has 19 bright warm-white LEDs,
while the tall lantern has 27. Both have a 5-hour timer and come in a classic
industrial black metal frame and frosted glass design. Both lanterns showcase
the FireGlow™ realistic ﬂame technology. Great for picnics, camping, or the
beach! Each lantern requires 3 AA batteries, not included. Round: 5½"W x
5½"D x 7"H. Tall: 5¼"W x 5¼"D x 10"H. Specify round or tall.
569231 - Round $29.99 569249 - Tall $39.99
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SALE!

12795

$

UMBRELLA

A - Umbrella
B - Acapulco Chair
& Table

SHINE A LIGHT ON THE GREAT OUTDOORS
WITH A 9' COLOR-CHANGING
SOLAR LIGHTED UMBRELLA Wrote the headline.
SALE! A | 9' Color-Changing Solar-Lighted Umbrella. Adds a beautiful illuminated

ambiance to your evening—and it’s color morphing! A solar panel on top of the canopy
requires a full day’s charge for 8 hours of illumination. Each of the 8 ribs on the umbrella
has 4 LED lights that change into different colors: blue, white, green, red. The colors can be
set from a control panel on the pole to slowly fade into each other or stay steady on one
color. Bronze-tone ﬁnish aluminum pole includes a crank handle and push button tilt option.
Assembly required. Imported. 9'Dia. x 7'¾"H. Specify color.
551673 - $169.99 $127.95
Twilight
Blue

Tango Red

Capri Sea
Blue

Tuscany Sun
Orange

B | Acapulco Accent Chair and Side Table with Glass. This hip, retro, pear-shaped
duo is just the right amount of casual. Our trendy and colorful four-legged chair and
matching accent table is hand woven of polyethylene tubing wrapped over a black
powder-coated steel frame, glass top for table included. Weather-resistant. Accent chair
and side table require simple assembly. Specify NEW! white, yellow, or turquoise.
575392 - Acapulco Accent Chair (29"W x 35"D x 33"H) $139.99
574935 - NEW! Acapulco Side Table with Glass Top (18"Dia. x 18"H) $89.99

Wrote the copy.
Improvements® Buyer’s Club Members save 10%! See page 36.

NEW & EXCLUSIVE!

Wrote the
copy.

Kensington Collection.
Made out of 100% eucalyptus,
this sturdy and durable 5' patio
table set offers you and guests
contemporary styling and ample
room to relax and enjoy a great
meal outdoors. The table has a
center trestle, slatted tabletop, and
adjustable levelers that help with
stability on uneven surfaces. Four
armless bar stools in variegated
grey tones have a high back and
generous seat which are made
with a combo of wood and resin
wicker materials. Eucalyptus
hardwood has a natural oil stain for
lasting beauty. Table: 60"W x 24"D
x 36"H. Chairs: 18"W x 23¼"H x
46"H. Assembly required.
Specify natural or espresso.
574986 - Table $299.99
574994 - Bar Stool $149.99
575002 - Table + 4 Chairs
(Save $50) $849.95 ($5) E

Natural

Espresso
579359 - Lovina RugFloral. See pg. 71.

C | Casablanca Solar LED Outdoor Lantern.
Whether hung from a tree, placed on a table or on
a shelf, impress your guests with this lantern as it
creates a gorgeous ambiance. Its ornate cutout pattern
is designed to cast decorative shadows below as it
illuminates the sky. Each solar lantern has an on/off
switch and glows a cool-white for up to 10 hours on a
full charge. The outdoor lantern is 8½" x 8½" x 9¼"H.
Specify bronze or EXCLUSIVE! blue.
569466 - $34.99

C

D

EXCLUSIVE! D | Battery-Operated Wicker

Outdoor Lamps. These battery-operated outdoor lamps
are just what you need when there’s no outlet nearby and
you’d like some bright LED light. Ideal for decks, patios, and
3-season rooms without electricity, these weather-resistant
lamps have no cord and each provides up to 150 hours of
battery life. With the simple press of a button, the lamps
offer 3 light levels: low, medium, and high (400 lumens). The
lamps' resin wicker bases look like real wicker, and the white
600-D polyester shades are made with weatherproof glue.
Table lamp uses 3 D batteries (not included) and is 13"Dia.
x 26"H.The ﬂoor lamp is 14½"Dia. x 65 ¼"H and requires 3
D batteries (not included). Assembly required.
510986 - Table Lamp $99.99
569708 - NEW! Floor Lamp $199.99
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A

A MOD GATHERING
Wrote the headline.

NEW & EXCLUSIVE! A | Bertolia Mid Century Modern Collection.

Give your guests a comfy and cozy place to relax when they visit. The midcentury modern arm chair and loveseat are made from hand-woven weatherresistant wicker and have 5" thick cushions – all in an attractive grey tone. Both
have sturdy powder-coated black frames. Cushion covers are 100% polyester UV
resistant and are removable and washable. The faux wood slatted top coffee table
is rectangular in shape with a sturdy powder-coated black metal base. Arm Chair:
30"W x 34"D x 30"H. Seat height: 13"H. Loveseat: 53"W x 34"D x 30"H. Seat
heights: 13"H. Coffee table: 36"W x 21"D x 15"H. Simple assembly required.
575135 - Coffee Table $129.99
575119 - Arm Chair with Cushions $224.99
575127 - Loveseat with Cushions $399.99 ($10) E
575143 - 4-Piece Bertolia Set (2 Arm Chairs, Loveseat,
and Coffee Table) (Save $50) $929.96

B

Wrote the copy.

NEW! B | 9' Solar Offset Patio Umbrella. Harness the power of the sun! This

offset patio umbrella in a dark grey frame with an anthracite canopy provides
shade from the sun during the day then uses that solar energy to power its 40
LED lights during the night. It looks great, is functional and saves on electricity!
The solar panel on top takes up to 8 hours and provides up to 8 hours of light. The
offset umbrella is UV resistant. 106"W x 98"L x 106"H. Simple assembly required.
575233 - $199.99

573382 - Modesto Planter
(See pg. 11.)
Acapulco Chairs and
Side Table (See pg. 68.)

NEW! C | Offset Umbrella Base Weight.
Keep your offset umbrellas from ﬂying away or
falling over with this black umbrella base weight.
Use four weights to stabilize an umbrella with a
cross base. The base weights are heavy enough
to keep umbrellas safely where they should be
but can be moved around and have a metal
handle for easy transport. The offset umbrella
base weight is weather and UV resistant. Each
base weighs 30 pounds.
575077 - $49.99 E
575242 - Set of 2 $89.98 E

C

D

E

SPOT
Grey

WATCH IT!

improvementscatalog.com

F
Stripes

EXCLUSIVE! Throw Pillows (See pg. 4.)
537359 - Lovina Rug - Zig Zag (See below.)

Zig Zag

NEW & EXCLUSIVE!

D | Stone Battery-Operated
Outdoor Table Lamps. This faux
stone battery-operated outdoor
Tan
table lamp is just what you need
when there’s no outlet nearby and
you’d like some bright LED light. Ideal
for decks, patios, porches, and 3-season
rooms without electricity, this weather-resistant table lamp
has no cord and provides up to 150 hours of battery life.
With the simple press of a button, it offers 3 light levels:
low, medium, and high (400 lumens). The lamp’s resin stone
base with oil-rubbed bronze or nickel accents looks like real
stone, and its cream 600-D polyester shade is made with
weatherproof glue. Requires 3 D batteries, not included.
Lamp: 13"W x 9"D x 23"H. Shade: 13"W x 8¾"H. Simple
assembly required. Specify grey or tan.
569790 - $99.99

Fleur de Lis

Wrote the
copy.

NEW! E | Slate Water Wall Outdoor Fountain
With LED. Relax while listening to the water trickle down
the slate wall of this gorgeous backyard fountain day or night.
Its bright white LED makes it shine at night with a gorgeous
hue. Made with galvanized iron and genuine slate, the versatile
size of the fountain allows you to use it as tabletop decor
or a stand-alone statement piece. Pump and LED included.
UL Listed. 14"W x 7"D x 29"H. Assembly required.
573082 - $199.99 ($5) E
NEW! F | Lovina Indoor/Outdoor Rugs. Add a touch of color and casual sophistication to
any space, indoors and out. These performance rugs are made of machine-woven easy care 100%
polypropylene and textual loop construction that adds much surface interest. The distinctive pattern
created by a combination of higher and lower loops adds a touch of elegance to this indoor/outdoor
rug. Specify Fleur de Lis, stripes, ﬂoral, and grey zig-zag. See more selections online.

Wrote the copy.

Floral

579309 - (22" x 45") $29.99
579325 - (2½' x 4½') $39.99
579317 - (2' x 7') $59.99
579333 - (3' x 5') $69.99

579341 - (5' x 7') $129.99
579359 - (6' x 9') $179.99
579368 - (7' x 10') $249.99

E
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SAVE 10% + OTHER
INCENTIVES
ALL FOR A LOW
MEMBERSHIP FEE
 FREE regular shipping* of today’s
order (a minimum $4.95 value)
 TWO savings coupons, each good for
$15 off future Improvements® orders
 MEMBERS-ONLY PRICING:

SAVE 10% wherever you see this
now through June 28, 2018!

symbol:

AND MORE!

See page 36 for details.

Order 24 hours a day 800.642.2112 or online at www.ImprovementsCatalog.com
Sale prices good thru 6/28/18. (Some quantities limited.)

SALE!

AS LOW AS

4995

$

USE OUR
ROLL-UP
SOLAR
SHADES
OUTDOORS
OR INDOORS.
Add privacy and
cut sun glare.
SALE! Roll-Up Solar Shade.

Cabo Sand

All-weather polyethylene weave
keeps out about 88% of the
sun’s heat and glare, yet still
provides ventilation. Hangs inside
or outside your window, raises
and lowers with a pull-chain,
and clutch-locks at any height.
Mounting hardware included
for wall, ceiling, or end mount.
Imported. Specify color as shown.
341653 - 4' x 6' long
$59.99 $49.95
341662 - 6' x 6' long
$79.99 $69.95
341679 - 8' x 6' long
$99.99 $79.95

Monterey
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Cabo Sand

